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Faculty Senate Meeting Agenda
September 27, 2005, 3:00 P.M. Lobo Room,
Student Union Building
The University of New Mexico
AGENDA TOPICS TYPE OF ITEMSI PRESENTER(S)
1.Approval of Agenda Action
2. Acceptance of the August 2005 Summarized Minutes Action
3. Memorial Minute for Professor Edythe Tuchfarber ActionKaren Carlson
4. Faculty Senate President's Report InformationChris Smith
CONSENT AGENDA TOPICS
5. Forms C from the Curricula Committee
Action
Chris Smith
Revision of MA in CLCS, Foreign Languages and Literature
Revision of Pharm.D., College of Pharmacy
Name Change of M.A. in Physical Therapy, Orthopaedics
Revision of B.S. in EMS, Emergency Medicine
Delete MBA and MGTCP General Management, Anderson Schools of Management
Delete MBA and MGTCP Accounting Concentration, Anderson Schools of Management
Revision of MSN-Community Health Concentration, College of Nursing .
Revision of MSN-Acute Care Nurse Practitioner Concentration, College of Nursmg
Revision of MSN-Nursing Education Concentration, College of Nursing
Revision of A.A. in Communications, UNM Taos
New A.A. in Elementary Education, UNM Taos
New AA in Secondary Education, UNM Taos
Revision of MA in Art History, Art and Art History
Revision of Ph.D. in Art History, Art and Art History .
ReVision of MA, Ph.D., and Concentration in Political Science, Political SCIence
AGENDA TOPICS
6. Areas of Marked Distinction
Information
Reed Dasenbrock
7 D· .. ISCusslon of Faculty Senate Retreat
Discussion
Chris Smith
B. NCA Accreditation InformationAmy Wohlert
9. Proposed Revision of Faculty Handbook Section F50
10. New Business and Open Discussion
11.Adjournment
Information
Reinaldo Garcia
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1. All facUlty are invited to attend Faculty Senate meetings.
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3. Allinformalion p8f1 nlng to the Faculty Sen te can be found at http://www.unm.edu/~facsen/
4.Quesllons should be d reeted to lhe Office of the Secretary, Scholes 101,2774664
5. Infomallon found In agenda packets Is In dralt form only and may not be used for quotes or
dlssemlnellon of Inform lion untll pproved by the Faculty Senate.
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The University of New Mexico
Memorial Minute for Edythe Tuchfarber
Presented by Karen Carlson
Dr. Edythe Tuchfarber died peacefully at home, after a long illness, on August 15, 2005, with
her dog "Laddie" at her side. Associate Professor Emeritus, affectionately known as "E" by her
family and close friends, taught at the University of New Mexico College of Nursing from 1974
to 1996, when she retired. Born on October 17, 1937 in Koekuk, Iowa, she was a long time
resident of New Mexico. She received a BSN from St. Ambrose College in 1959 and her MSN
from Marquette University in 1970. She received a doctoral degree in education from The
University of New Mexico. Her special interest was in Pediatrics, nursing skills, and growth and
development. Dr. Tuchfarber's nursing career began as a Charge Nurse at St. Mary's Hospital
in Long Beach, California. From there she worked for Los Alamos Medical Center, the UCLA
Medical Center, Lutheran Hospital in Milwaukee, and taught at the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee before coming to the UNM College of Nursing in 1974.
During Dr. Tuchfarber's tenure at UNM, Edythe was an active member of the UNM community.
Her contributions included her participation as a member of the University of New Mexico
Faculty Senate from 1978-1981, including being a member of the Faculty Senate
Undergraduate Academic Affairs Committee and Operations Committee. She served on
budget committees, the Athletic Council and the Bachelor of University Studies Advisory
Council. Her service to College of Nursing committees is too numerous to list. She took a
particular interest in activities related to Bylaws. She was also a member of the National
Association of Parliamentarians and the Albuquerque Parliamentarian Unit. Dr. Tuchfarber's
participation in professional organizations included the American Nursing Association, New
Mexico Continuing Education, the New Mexico Nursing Association, and Phi Delta Kappa. She
took special pride in being a member of Nursing's honor society, Sigma Theta Tau,
International and was actively involved in the local Gamma Sigma Chapter prior to her
retirement in 1996. Other community activities included being a member of the American
Cancer Society Nurse Group and she was elected to the Board of Directors of Creative
Alternatives for Special Adults.
Edythe Tuchfarber has left a legacy passed on to students, hundreds of whom are nurses
throughout the state. She was demanding and strict, with high expectations. She wanted to
graduate quality nurses. Her love of teaching never wavered during her illness. She has made
a lasting impression as well on many colleagues and friends. Close friends recall her love of
playing the piano, particularly beautiful classical music, her love of bridge and her cribbage
skills. She also made wonderful fudge and a great shrimp ball hors d'oeuvre.
In memory of Edy1he Tuchfarber, the UNM College of Nursing will dedicate the office she
resided in while at the College in her honor. Donations are being accepted for the Carter-Fleck
Professorship Fund at the College of Nursing. She will long be missed by everyone who knew
her.
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Executive Summary of Changes
I. Elimination of Experiential Pharmacy (Pharm 723, 724, 743, 744)
2. Reduction of Student Centered Problem Based Learning with elimination of
Pharm 712, 721,722.
3. Deletion of Social and Epidemiological Pharmacy (Pharm 708). Content will
be covered over the entire curriculum where appropriate.
4. Deletion of Practical Patient Experience (Phann 716). Content will be covered
in EPPE (see #8 below).
5. Introduction of a second semester of pathophysiology (Pharm 706) that will
incorporate basic immunology
6. Reorganization and reduction in credit (3 to I) of Pharm 714. The relocated
content for this course will be included in Pharm 706 (see above).
7. Introduction of Self-care Therapeutics (Phann 719)
8. Introduction of Community and Institutional Early Professional Practice
Experiences (Pharm 771 and 772).
9. Increase in required professional electives from 2 to 6 credits.
10, Decrease in non-professional electives from 20 to 14 credits in addition to the
six credit hours required for completion of pre-requisites. This constitutes an
overall reduction from 26 to 20 non-professional elective credit hours.
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Fall Scm ester:
>hatm 727 - Pharmacy Law & Ethics 2
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Ph,U'ln 770 - Advanced Professional Practice Experience 36
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11. Reasorus) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
These curricular changes arc the direct result of an accreditation visit from the
Accreditation Council on Pharmacy Education. In brief, their comments strongly
suggested increasing the amount of pharmacotherapy in our curriculum. which we
accomplished by increasing Pharm 751 and 752 from 5 to 6 credits each and the
addition of Self-care Therapeutics (changes already approved by the Faculty
Senate Curriculum Committee), strengthening our Early Professional Practice
Experiences that we will accomplish with the addition of 4 week long erncrsion
courses in the first and second professional years (Form B's submitted) and
strengthening the pathophysiology component of (he curriculum that we will
accomplish by expanding pathophysiology from 4 to 8 credits and spreading it out
over two semesters (Form B submitted).
These curricular changes are also driven by suggestions from College of
Pharmacy faculty, alumni, and current students. The Pharm.D. curriculum was
designed in the early 1990's and was in need of modernization. The curriculum
presented in this form is a stepping stone to a final revised curriculum to be
launched in August 2006.
12. Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and artachcd signed
impact statement. (If necessary)
13. CIRT Impact Statement. Name of Individual consulted and attached signed
impact statement. (If necessary)
14. Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range
planning statement.
New and redesigned courses will be taught by existing College faculty, residents,
and guest lecturers. Therefore, there arc no budget or faculty load implications.
15. Docs this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental
programs/branch campuses? Yes No X
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved?
_____ (attach statement)
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March 25, 2005
To: Kathleen Sena, University Registrar
Re: Library Impact Statement, College of Pharmacy Degree/Program Change - Doctor of
Pharmacy
J have reviewed the "Degree/Program Change" forms for the College of Pharmacy degree
listed above. The impact OIl the Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center wi11be
negligible if any.
Sincerely,
Christcc King, MLS
Coordinator, Collection Resources
cc: Charity Karcher, Pharmacy selector
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University of New Mexico
School of Medicine
Department of Emergency Medicine
EMS Academy
BS EMS Degree Program
Proposal: BS EMS Degree Program Change
Nevem~et' ai, 2{){)4 Revised and Resubmitted March 9, ZOOS
The B.s. EMS proqrarn has been in existence since the Fall Semester 1997. Review of our student
population shows that the vast majority is transfer students. These are individuals that make up their
mind what major to pursue after they have been in college for a few semesters or after they have been
out in the work foroe for awhile. Therefore, to evolve to meet the needs of our students, we propose the
folloWing changes.
Proposed Curriculum Changes
1. Math: change therequirement for Math 121 to Math .120.
• Justification: III a memo from the math department the advisor stated that unless students are Math
majors they do not need to take Math 121. Math 120 should give a good math basis to do drug
calculations. We also require Stars 145; (hat will fulfill core curriculum requirements.
2. Social and Bchavlcral Sciences: Instead of requiring PSY'eh 105 and Anth 101 we opt to follow the
approach taken at the College of NUI'sing and leave the choice of tile required 6 credits opell to
student selection.
• .Iustification: This allows students an opportunity to fulfil! core while pursuing a course of intcrcsi.
We do not admit students into our progrnmuntil the junior year. This flexibly is beneficial to students
that change majors or transfer in from other institutions,
3. Clinical Concentrariou: EMS 414, Advanced Clinical, is being deleted and an elective substituted.
• .Iustification: It is no longer feasible to offer this course due to a reduction in clinical opportunities.
Replacement with an elective allows students to pursue a course of their interest.
Impact
Core Curriculum is satisfied. The proposed changes allow the student more flexibility in their course
selection. 130 credit hours still required to earn a BS EMS Degree,
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Students with a minimum overall GPA of 3.2, and a minimum GPA for EMS courses of 3.5,
will be eligible to receive departmental honors under the following conditions:
• By completion of a minimum of 6 additional credit hours of approved research or
independent studies beyond the total required hours to earn the BS in EMS degree
• SUbmission-ready paper is highly desirable
• Presentation of topic at a regional, state, or national conference or seminar is also
highly desirable
• Final submission of the Independent Studies project or activity must receive
consensus of faculty approval
• Faculty must endorse, by consensus, the candidates graduation with honors
2
University of New Mexico
School of Medicine
Department of Emergency Medicine
EMS Academy
BS EMS Degree Program
Proposal: BS EMS Degree Program Change
No\'cfJll'ler 6, 2(1Q4 Revised and Resubmitted March 9, 2005
EMS Departmental Honors Program
Addition to Department Information
Students will be dropped from the honors program if:
• Their GPA drops below the minimum requirement
• They are involved on any incidents involving academic dishonesty
• They are involved in any conduct that is unprofessional or inconsistent with the
hea Ith care professions
Honors graduates will receive a certificate and a letter of recognition of their academic achievement.
BUdgetaryand faculty load Implications
None. All changes are substitutions for existing courses.
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Proposal: B.S. EMS Degree Program Change Revised March 9, 2005
B.S. EMSDegree Curriculum
Summary: Change Math 121 to Math 120, open Social/Behavioral Science to
student choice, Deleting EMS 414 from Clinical Concentration and replacing with
EMSElective. Result: 130 Credits still required to earn the bachelor degree in EMS.
Course # Title
Year 1: Fall Semester
Bioi 123 General Biology (Core Area 3)
Bioi 124l General Biology lab (Core Area 3)
fMath 121]Math 120College Aigelwa-Intermediate Algebra
Eng 101 Composition I: Exposition (Core Area 1)
EMS 101 EMT-Basic
- Or 6 credits of approved electives if licensed @ EMT-B
Credits
3
1
3
3
6
-
16
EMS 120
fP-sY€h 105]
Eng 102
Chem 1l1l
-or- Chern 121L
Year 1: Spring Semester
Introduction to EMS Systems 3
Social/Behavioral Science (Core Area 4) 3
Composition II: Analysis and Argument (Core Area 1) 3
Elements of General Chemistry (Core Area 3) 4
General Chemistry lab
Humanities Elective (Core Area 5) ;L
16
Year 2: Fall Semester
Anatomy & Physiology r
Anatomy & Physiology I Lab
Public Speaking (Core Area 1)
Introduction to Statistics (Core Area 2)
Humanities Elective (Core Area 5)
EMS 201 EMT-Intermediate
- or- 5 credits of approved electives if Licensed @ EMT-I
Bioi 237
Bioi 247l
C/J 130
Stats 145
3
1
3
3
3
s.
18
Year 2: Spring Semester
Bioi 238 Anatomy & Physiology II 3
Bioi 248l Anatomy & Physiology II lab 1
Eng 219 Technical Writing (Core Area 1) 3
-or- Engl 220 Expository Writing
AntA 101 Social/Behavioral Science (Core Area 4) 3
Fine Arts Eiective (Core Area 7) 3
And One course in Chosen Concentration · ·· ·· · 3
No Concentration: Approved Elective
Clinical: Approved Elective
Administration: Econ 106: Microeconomics
Education: C&J 225: Small Group Communication _
16
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Year 3: Fall Semester
EMS 301 EMT-P Prehospital Pharmacology 2
EMS 302 EMT-P Shock & Fluid Resuscitation 2
EMS 303 EMT-P Trauma Emergency Care 4
EMS 304 EMT-P Respiratory Emergency Care 4
EMS 308l EMT-P Clinical I L
16
Year3:SpringSeme~er
EMS 305 EMT-P OB/GYN Emergencies & Care 1
EMS 306 EMT-P Cardiac Emergencies 4
EMS 307 EMT-P Pediatric Emergencies 2
EMS 316 EMT-P Medical Emergencies 3
EMS 309L EMT-P Clinical II L
13
Year 3: Summer Semester
EMS 317l EMT-P Field Internship 2-
5
Year 4: Fall Semester
Second Language (Core Area 6) 3
Credits in Chosen Concentration II
15
Year 4: Spring Semester
EMS 450: EMS Research and Analysis (Spring Only) 3
Credits in Chosen Concentration 12
15
Concentrations: (27 Credits) Each
B.S. EMSwith No Declared Concentration
2nd year requirements (3 credits)
Approved General Elective
4th year requirements (24 credits)
Approved General Elective
Approved EMS Electives*
Approved Upper Elective**
*12 credits of EMS electives as defined: none @ 100 level,
no more than 6 @ 200 level, and minimum of 6 @ 400 level.
** 9 credits approved electives: EMS related and academically
challenging. No more than 3 @ 100/200 level, minimum of 6
@300/400 level.
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ClinicalConcentration
2no year requirements (3 credits)
Approved Elective
4th year requirements (24 credits)
Bioi 239L Microbiology
EMS403 Advanced Wound Care (Fall Only)
[EMS 4M] [Advanced Care] EMS Elective
3
EMS406 M.I.C,P. (Fall Only)
EMS Clinical Elective*
Upper EMS Elective
Approved Upper Elective**
3
4
3
3
3
3
5
* (choose from EMS 204/205, 207, or 407)
** 5 credits of approved general electives @ 300/400
level that are EMS related and academically challenging.
Administration Concentration
2nd year requirements (3 credits)
ECON 106 Introduction to Microeconomics 3
4th year requirements (24 credits)
Mgt 113 Management: An Introduction 3
CS 150L Computing for Business Students 3
EMS420 EMS Administration 3
Mgt 202 Principles of Financial Accounting 3
EMS430 EMS Management internship 3
Mgt 308 Ethical, Political and Social Environment of Business 3
Mgt 322 Marketing Management 3
Mgt 306 Organizational Behavior & Diversity 3
EducationConcentration
2M year requirements (3 credits)
C&J 225 Small Group Communications 3
4th year requirements (24 credits)
Phil 245 Professional Ethics 3
EMS441 Principles of EMS Education 3
EMS442 EMS Training Internship 3
OLIT 421 Production & Utilization of Instructional Materials 3
oLIT 471 Designing Training 3
oLIT 466 Principles of Adult Learning 3
aLIT 472 Training Techniques 3
OLIT 473 Measuring Performance 3
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Elizabeth A. Barton
Associate Registrar
Student Services Center 261
EMS has dropped the request related to English 101. I have revised my attachment and
I am returning Form C with the change required by the FacultY Senate Undergraduate
Committee.
Dropping this request means the total credits required to earn tbe degree will remain at
130.
It is my understanding that the Committee has no oblectlons to our other requests.
Sincerely,
Karen Wells
Supervisor of Academic Advisement
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Memorandum
To: Elizabeth Baston. Associate Registrar
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'From: Robert Romero, Schotsrsbip Offlce
Date: 07/19/05
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Giveexacttitle and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective ~m !i
college(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. ~~ ;;r
Program~ n.ot in current catalog. Deloto MBA and MGTC~r1' General Managemen~(#043) from t,' il a
Registrar s Inventory of degree programs. ~~F'l-'7:rr j ~ -<
: tl:I (J)
Reason(s,for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). ~~..... If '1
i-
This Form C is to delete the MBA and MGTCP;in'General Managemen (#043). The generalist MBA ! f?
program-without a concentration- in management is now Business Administration, major code 140. i n:
Once 8~nner is implemented, 140 wil! bc the major all concentrations roll up into, but one may have the ; ~
140major without a concentration. (The MGTCP will not have a generalist program without ~~'-I.~~-"~!,,,.' 3
concentrations, but all concentrations will roll up into Business Administration, 140.) (")o
This deletion is clean.up associated with the Curriculum Terminology Project. ~
LibraryImpact Stalement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (on..,. ",) rf,ttJjtr.J i ~
CIRTImpact Statement. Name of Individual consulted and attached signed impact stalement. (If n.o ",)
Budgetaryand Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. ~ - !s:
Doesthis Changeaffect in a signlfie<>ntway, any other departmental programslbranch campuses? Yes No X l~
If yes,have you resolved these issues with departmenVbranch involved? (attach statement) i0.
EffectDate of Proposed Change __ Fall __ , __ 2005 j
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
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Ken Baker
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Addendum to Form C: College of Nursing
Re: Community Health Concentration
Current Curriculum Prooosed Curriculum
Graduate core courses:
N501 - 3 cr.
N503 - 3 cr. 12 cr. No change: 12 cr.
N505 - 3 cr.
N511 - 3 cr.
Nursing Systems core: No change: 3 cr.
I N514 - 3 cr. 3 cr.
Community Health core:
N516 - 3 cr.
N517 - 3 cr. 9 cr. No change: 9 cr.
NS22 - 3 cr.
Fieldwork: N595 - 4 cr. 4 cr.
NS95 - 4 cr. 4 cr. or or
Coursework
alternative - 6 cr. 6 cr.
Electives - 3 cr. 3 cr. Electives:
w/N595 - 3 cr. 3 cr. I
or I
w/alternative - 1cr. 1 cr.
I Plan I: N599 6 cr. No change: 6 cr.
I Plan !!: NS96 or or1 cr. No chanae: 1 cr.
I Total: Plan I: 37 cr. Total: Plan I: 37 cr.
I Plan II: 32 cr. Plan II: 32 cr.
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Addendum to Form C: College of Nursing
Re: Acute Care Nurse Practitioner (ACNP) Concentration
Current Curriculum Proposed Curriculum
CON graduate core courses: I
N501 - 3 cr.
N503 - 3 cr. 12 cr, No change: 12 cr.
N505 - 3 cr.
N511 - 3 cr.
Clinical core courses: Clinical core:
N526 - 3 cr. N526 - 3 cr.
N540 -4 cr. 10 cr. N540 - 4 cr. 11 cr
N543 - 3 cr. N543 - 3 cr.
N594 - 1 cr, (new requirement)
ACNP Concentration courses:
N560 - 3 cr.
N561 - 8 cr.
N562 - 3 cr. 24-26 cr. No change: 24-26 cr.
N563 - 8 cr.
N595 2-4 cr.
Plan I N599 6 cr. No change: 6 cr.
or or
Plan II N596 1 cr. No chance: 1 cr.
Total: Plan I: 52-54 cr. Total: Plan I: 53-55 cr.
Plan II: 47-49cr. Plan II: 48·50 cr.
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ThiS form is for MSN - Nursing Education Concentration
I This program is or would be located in current ul1derg(adoatelgrnduate catalog on
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Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective
coDege (attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.
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The Master of Science in Nursing degree with a concentration Nursing Education,
combines a specialty area of nursing practice with a focus in nursing education. Unique
aspects oHhis concentration include the opportunity for students to work closely with an
individual faculty advisor to design a combined clinical/teaching fi cu that will meet
their professional goals. Students are prepared to function as beginning faculty in schools
of nursing (associate, baccalaureate and bigher degree levels), meet requirements of th
I tate Board of ursing for faculty, and may uJtiroately assume leadership position
in administration, consultation, research, or policy development.
Reference: Form C - College of airsing
Nursing Education Concentration
NURSING ED nON
Concentration Description
Along with the staff nursing shortage in the state, mo t nursing programs are
experiencing ill shortage of faculty prepared with the required Master of cience in
Nursing degree. The ursing Education concentration is offered primaril online so
students can continue to live and work in their home areas while pursing the needed
education to maintain and advance their careers. Programs of study are individualized to
meet students' professional goals and to provide flexible planning, including the
opportunity to: I) focus on a specialty area of nursing practice in a variety of
environments; 2) concentrate on an educational area (academic. staff development, or
patient education); and 3) pursue parr-time study if desired.
Concentration Objectives
At the completion of the program, students will be able to;
• Develop, analyze, and evaluate courses. curriculum, teaching traregies, and
outcomes of educational programs.
• Explore and implement a variety of leaching strategies to facilitate learning.
• Analyze selected learning theories and their relationship to outcomes in the
classroom and clinical setting.
• Utilize various test and measurement methods.
• ynthesize bio-psyeho-SQcial-spiritual concepts and theorie . relevant to the
educational needs of nursing students, nur ing staff; and/or patients.
• Formulate, implement, and evaluate teaching strategies within a specialized area
of nursing practice and education.
• ynthesize research findings that have relevance for intervening ith patients and
families and that are the basis for the education of nursing srudents, nursing starr.
and/or patients.
• Analyze various roles and e,'{pcctations of the nurse educator in academic and
clinical settings.
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Addendum to Form C: College of Nursing
Re: Nursing Education Concentration
Current Curriculum Proposed Curriculum
Graduate core courses:
N501 - 3 cr.
N503 - 3 cr. 12 cr. No change: 12 cr.
N505 - 3 cr.
N511-3cr.
Nursing Education courses: Nursing Education courses:
N509 - 3 cr. N509 - 3cr.
N510 - 3 cr. 12 cr. N510-3cr. 15 cr.
N558 - 3 cr. N515 - 3 cr. (new requirement)
N559 - 3 cr. N558 - 3 cr.
N5S9 - 3 cr.
Electives: 3 cr. Electives: None (replaced bv N515)
Fieldwork:
N595 - 4 cr. 4 cr. No change: 4 cr.
Plan I: N599 6 cr. No change: 6 cr.
or or
Plan I!: NS96 1 cr. No chance: 1 cr.
Total: Plan I: 37 cr. Total: Plan I: 37 cr.
Plan II: 32 cr. Plan II: 32 cr.
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Proposal: I propose to make two changes to the existing A.A, in Conununication:
Degree Program Revision Request
12/13/04
Lori Clinehard-Sepeda
Academy Head
Professions &. Liberal Arts
Pb: 505-737-6228
E: )odcs@ullll1.edu
I. Change the title or the program from A,A. in Communication (0 AA in
Communication & Journalism.
2, Change the Biology course options to reflect Core Curriculum requirement
changes at UNi\of Albuquerque.
Rationale: The original intent of the creators ofthe program-Dr. Everett Rogers, then
professor and chair of the C & J department at UNM Albuquerque, and Katherine
Cordova, Academy Head and Communications instructor at UNM Taos-t-was to create
an Associate of Arts degree in Comm unication & Journalism. They took care to balance
the practice and theory courses required so that students would be well prepared to find
work within the field of journalism,
According to then Academy Head Katherine Cordova, the original Form "C" establishing
the program should have labeled the program "A.A, in COnJmunication & Journalism,"
and that it was a mistake to have titled it "A.A. in Communication." This was not the
original intent.
The degree program description that went before the curriculum committee, and which is
on file at the Registrar's o tficc, is labeled A,A, in Communication & Journalism, The
degree program, as it stands, includes journalism courses, and does not need amending,
"Note: Part 2 oj the Proposal simply keeps this A.A, program in fine with Ul,,'M
Albuquerque Core Curriculum changes,
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I, ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN COMl\lUNI(;ATIO:'II & .rOURNALISM
The Associate of Arc Degree in Connnunicntion & Journalism is a degree program designed for students
W110 wish to have marketable skills for the job market in a variety of areas-advertising, public relations.
print or broadcast journalism, organizational communication .. and others, TIle program is designed so that
the student can earn a Minor in Communication as well as the A....6, In Commurucanon and Journalism, it
will also provide the basis for a major in Communication Or Journalism and Mass Commuuicution in a B.A.
program
English
EngllOl Composition I
Engl 102 Composition II
6 Credit Hours
3
3
)<lath 3 Credit Hours
Choose one of the following:
Math 121 College Algebra 3
Other College-level Mathematics above Math 121 3
Science
Riningy 121 - 12lL Principles of Biology
Biology 122 - !22L Principles of Biology
E & PS 101- 105 L Physical Geology
8 Credit Hours
4
4
4
Social/Behavioral Science
ECOll105 Intro to Macroeconomics
Pol Sc 200 American Politic.
Psych 105 General Psychology
Soc 10l Introduction to Sociology
Auth 101 Introduction to Anthropology
9 Credit Hours
3
IlUllJ.nitieslFinc Arh
Hist 101 Western Civilization
Phil 11 I Humanitics
Engl 21 I Topic" in English Literature
Art Hi 202 History of Art
9 Credit Hours
3
3
3
Communication Requirements
C &. J 101 Introduction to Communicution
C s: J 130- 130L Pnblic Speaking
6 Credit Hours
3
3
Kleetives 2'1 Credit Hours
c: &. J 115 [125] Communication Across Cultures 3
C &. J 171L [151] Writing for the \,joss ~,fec!ia 3
C s. J 221 Interpersonal Communication 3
C & J 232 Business &. Professional Speaking 3
C &. J 273 [253-255L] Newspaper Practice & Lab 3
C S: J 261 News Photography &. Lab 3
C & J 262 Radio/Television Performance 3
C &. J 220 [270] Communication for Teachers 3
cr 109[.1' Inrro to Desktop Publishing 3
Ling 101 1mI'0 to the Study of Language 3
TOTAL CREDIT flOURS RRQlIlRF.D 62
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A.SSOCIATE OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATIO:'< & JOUlli"lALISYI
The Assoclare of An Degree in Communicarion & Journalism is a degree program designed for :;!udCIlLS
who wish to have marketable skills for the job market in a variety of areas-advertising, public relations,
print 01' broadcast journalism. organizarional commuuicarion, and others. Tille program is designed so that
the student can earn a Minor in Communication as well as the AA ill Communication and Journalism, it
'W111also provide the basis for a major in Communicarion or Journalism and Mass Communication in a B.A.
program.
Math (Clio".,'" olle:) 3 Credit Hours
Math 121 College Algebra 3
Other College-level Mathematics above Math 121 3
:
English
Eug! 101 Composition I
Engl 102 Composition II
Science «(Cho(J.....e two)
Biology 110/1121. Biology Non-Majors
Biology 123/1241. Biology llealrh Sci Majors
E & PS 101- 1051. Physical Geology
"Students may takt! Bio 110 or Rio /23, no! both.
Sociul/Behavioral Science (Choose three.)
Econ 105 Inrro to ,:vbcrocco'nomics
Pol Sc 200 American Politics
Psych 105 General Psychology
Soc 101 Introduction to Sociology
Anrh 101 Introduction to Anthropology
Humanities/fine Arts (Choose three.)
l-list 101 Western Civilization
Phil III Humanities
Engl Zl I Topics in EngliSh Literature
An Hi 202 History of Art
Connnuntcauon Requirements
C & j 101 Introduction (0 Communication
C & j 130- nOL Pnblic Speaking
(, Credit Hours
3
3
8 Credit Hours
4
4
4
9 Credit Hours
3
3
3
3
3
9 Credit Hours
3
3
3
(, Credit Hours
3
3
Elcctlves (Choose seven.) 11 Credit Ilours
C & J I J:> [125] Communication Across Cultures 3
C & J 171L [151] Writing for the Moss Media 3
C & J 22 I lntcrpersonal Conurumicatio» ]
C & J 232 Business & Professional Speaking 3
C & .I 273 [253-255L} Newspaper Practice & Lab 3
C & .I 261 News Photography & Lob 3
C & J 262 Radio/Television Perforruancc 3
C & J 220 L27()] Communication for Teachers 3
CT I09LT lntro to Desktop Publishing 3
Ltng In I lnrro to the Study of Language 3
TOTAL cnsnrr HOl.lRS REQIDRED 61
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lJN"}1 TAOS - ASSOCIATE OF ART'S IN ELn1E!'o'TARY EDUCATION
'l"b:> kso<;i,,= of ,,=, in El~bZy Ed\u:stion is desi$llcd COTtile, 5lU<icnt wbo is plamring In ~ 10 ~
l>aCQbureat. I'TOgr- "l">" co.m;>kOol:l, or who wmrs '0 work os ;u: Elemcnl:>ty sdlool ilie. Tr.lm!a
Slll<Oe:tlts n«d to b. aware of ll::e Core Cmriculu::ti ed College grn.du:ltioD r~ at I,; {
Alb<>q.,.tquc or a.ny o:lle>- fow-.ye:u mstirmOIL It is the SlDdClt'sl"eSpOI:$ibility to tonuc' bea'his oca.deuu.c
advisor before ~.erinS for eounes in the degree program. All eeerses fer the B1=amcry Edi.lClltiOll
AA. will traDsfer '0 tJN:\,l Albuquerque, and mast be pASsed wit!l a C or better. Sco see ond pog" (or
speci(ic 'ellchlnt: field requirements, Note: lower division £ducdt!.on C<mrs.s will "of ,'ubsliru.cc for
Professional Education CCmrsc requirements.
GI~l1er:t1Educ:ltion Core COUTXU
Writing and Speaking
Eng! 101 Com;> 1/ E:JgI102 Comp II
LWg 101 laao In Srody of Lang
C&J 220 Coma> Teacbers orC&J 130 Pub Spk
12 Credit Ifours
3/3
Fine Ans 6 Crodl: HOUri
Nor requirt!dfo,' Fine Arts endorsement: See rpecific t'Q.chmgji.ld requirements.
Art Hi 101 lotto to Art: or J
Art Hi 251 Art. Trud, Southwest; or 3
An Ed 214 Art ill Bkm & Spec Class 3
Mus 139 or 140 Music Appre. 3
3
3
Hii10ry
Hi" 101 or 102 Wcst ~
Hi.<l 161 arl62. us His:
Hi.. 260 NM Hm
Hisr clec1lv.
Mathematics
&. <P«iJ'~ldSJch/tlgjidd ""l"iMeir.JI"a
M..m, III M:uh Elem.0-fid Teacaus
Matt: III ~tb EtemtMid Tca:h<::s n
Moth _15 Mud> El~'M.id Teacn...-s m
9 Credit Hours
3
J
3
Sci..,CR 12 Crw' Bou,,,,
S"" :rpedfi.t: ,~achu.g fi.ld ntf.<iro:",eoU.
)lot Sd 261L Physial Sci 4
"!., Sci 2621.. Life Sciec.. "
Nat Sci 2631.. Envirocmcnll>! Sci 4
Nal"'",1 Science courses strongly r~omm~r.ded; also oee.pl eOli','es from:
Chern 111L, 131L. 132LorBiol 110/1 12L, 201, 202, 123/134L;01'
Phy,cs 102l102L, 151/151L, lS2/1S2L, 160/160L, 161/161L:or
E&PS IOl/10SL, 201L; Em So 101; ,0' Astr 101. Must Inclu.d. I l.ab.
Social Scit"nc.e
EcoD lOS Mllero or &:01> 106 Maero
So;: 10111ll:0 Soc
P$}'Ch lOS ln1'O hyco
1'01& 110 ProbL.--= 0' 200 A1MT Pol
Anth 10I btfO Allth or Anlh no C\l!tIres
Geog 102H_ <kos
6 Credit 9'o1lr$
3
3
3
3
3
3
Setond LlDl\U:l\:4> 3 eredJl HOUri
Any of !he ICIWl;rclivi.ion non-E<\:lisb Itllgu.ge offcrixlll$ 3
~  
. . . . ' ' 
specific lCll hint fi l  l"equ · n . ror.e.-  • 
fessional catian ,·cu se c ir ment.r. 
riting d  aking 
To l l   I / n l 02   
. .._  ruro lO $  I.m  
,   . i ·= c1~'1".  ·J l O  
e d ai e 
l l edit H ts 
" / 3 
12 Credit Ho · 
3 
toe rt   od t Bour 
 qul~d 01· e ts r..dol"sameltl: sc:  s i: ~'ic each mg fit:l  r~u.ire ent:s. 
/\  i  fn :ro  :  3 
  .$ 1 n   d. th est;  3 
rt   t n Ele    n  
 b   ic 1cc 3 
c:dit  
~ ~ il  
ee~ritM: r :,:- :eld eq-.• lir ts 
• .s• ci    ·cal  4 
• a:  :ZL i iccoe -' 
•  i L  viro~nnJ c:1 4 
tr,raf i i e 1m: ~ ~trongly ecatrrmQr,ded; /  acctJpt cour,~es f ; 
m l  l.,  l , 21 or Biol ll /l l '.2   I, , / 1341'...; or 
.sc;s /   1.$1(..,  S2/ SZL / , 1/ ; r 
 1011 .  0ll; nv c : or t   . l~-tusr nc/1Jd, J J.ab. 
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TOT AI. CRF:DIT HOURS REQUIRED 66
Education
EDUC 220 Exploring Sehcols & Teaching
CIMTE 296 Internship
6 Credit lJouTS
2
4
Teaching Fi.l<l Preparation
Twenty-four to 36 semester boors in one tcachin8 field is required in a degree program at UNM
Albuquerque for teacher preparation licensure. These hours should be planned with an academic advisor.
T1e following COUIse~ are recorrenended Iower division preparation for Teaching Fields. and must be
passed with a B Or better. A ICdchixg/ield is not required!or completion a/the A.A.. deli'cc.
",~/(Jtl?: Not all of these courses wiil be offered 0» (J regular basi: 01 UNA! Tau>'.
Bilingual Education (SpanishlEnglish _ 1<-12) Social Science
Spat~ 101 Elementary 3 His! 101 WeH Civ 0' 3
Span 102 Elementary 3 Hise 102 We,t Clv; 3
Span lOI Intermediate 3 His: 161 US Hi" 3
Span 202 Intermediate 3 RiM 162 US Hi'" 3
His! 260 NM Hist 3
Bilingual Education C'IavajoiEnglish - K-12) Geog 102 Ruman Geog 3
Hi" 260 NM Hist 3 Econ lOS Macro 3
CulturelFine Arts/Folklore 6 Pol se 200 Amer Pol 3
O1,e of the following:
Arl£duea!ion Pol Se 220 Compar Pol 3
At1 Studio 121 2·D Design 3 Pol Sc 240 Internat Pol 3
An Studio 122 3-D Design 3 Pol se 260 Polld •• s 3
Art Studio 2 Elective 3
An Hi,tory 101 Intro Nt 3 Science
Art Ed 2_ Elective 3 U hr, from the following:
Chern I ttl Ekm Gcn Chern 4
Fin.:: Arts Theater Chern 121 L Gen Chern 4
Theater 110 Acting FmIDd 3 Chern 122L Gel) Chern ~
The.tor 122 Theater Appro 3 BioillOL Bic 1'0I1-M.jors 4
Theater 2.2J Intro to Script Anal 3 Bioi 136 Anat /Phys Non-Majors 3
Oneof the follOWing: Bioi 237 Anal IPhys I 3
Thea 192 Stagecraft I 3 Bio1238 Auat I Pbys 11 3
Thea 194 Intra Costume 3 Bioi 239L Microbic Hllh Sci 4
Thea .196 Inrro Stage Light 3 Bio1247L AnatIPhys Lab 1
B101248L AnatlPhys Lab 1
Teaching Er,glish as a Second Language Physics 102L lntro Physics 4
S«ond Lall!:"aee 6 Physics lSI L Gen Physics 4
Lin£ 101 3 Physics 152L Gen Physics 4
E & PS 101 Intro Geology 3
Ma(heOlatics E 8< PS 105L Phys Geol Lab 1
K·S: Matn 121 College Algebra 3 E & PS ZOIL Earth History 1
M"h ISO Elem Calculus 1 3 A$trono:ny lOlL lotro As!:"o 4
Math 181 Blem Co1culU5 U 3
Stat [.15 Stutistks 3
.\(-8: Math 123 Trigenomot::y 3
St.t 115 StatistlCs 3
MaL" 150 Pre-Caiculus 3
Math 162 Calculus I 3
ucation 
  lot'i.ng c ools  'f bfog 
  l :r.isbip 
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  l o tume   !>L ~i bio th i  
a 196 l t  c:,.g~ ht  l 24 7L t /.Phys n   
jol SL 11t 1Pbys  l 
ching n lish :   i;>d l,,~ogu,:1.ge ics  I  sies  
{:cond nguage  ics   l  O  sics  
i s   si s  O  sics  
.     l r   ogy  
thenia tics  &   OS   ol i  l 
-  t!-\  llege l ebra .     Dl  t  rl! tory /4 
:,:th 1   :a.kclu.s I  s t .:ny I  l L rnro ::-   
.ath  I E  sJ  us fl  
 ;it l 4 :   tis tics  
l<-8: th  i onornett y  
it l 4 S .St  tisncs  
at.1-i l SO - alculus  
  lculus   
Lt:::. l,lt,I  
..... . ..
3
3
3
3
3
3
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I £atly I\Irtc: LII
I C<DI- !'Tue:l  
'.
'ibrary / J.' 'ldget:;ry & Faculty Load Impact Statement
. e: AA El-. 'nen rary Ed ucation
"17/05
.: he UN1\-1': nos library is sufficiently able to meet all demands ofthe A.'. F:lclllelll:l:Y
".ducation j" ·ogram.
14Jl~~ ~---,--'__ -,-LJ!-f,?-!or
)' athleen K':olh, U1\ll\1 T<~,s Librarian Dale
.:;a!getmy ~ [7acllltr Load
" ~le institui: \11ofan AA in Elementary Education ;'11.UNM Taos will not have a
;;gnifieaut impact on budgetary and faculty load, The program will rely almost entirely
. '\ cxistiug oursc offerings, with the exception of () credit hours OV(;I" a two year period.
; im ~ .·~~-D-e-a-n-o-r-T-ns-l-ru-C-'li-'O-I1-----,1-J,-D-~ ~-le()j---
' .il, ary ; '.: tnry  Ji'acuJty nd act 1atcmcnl 
· c   RI · nt y tion 
· iJ 7/05 
': he M ·, a  li ry  ficiently     cnw ds pf'lh ::.: .·. r..1c1m:11(: 1· y 
'• ution  · ogn.un  
/4JlJ.u._LJG ___ __ L//;J , -/-~r 
 ·:o(h, Ntv1 ahs rian ate 
: ~Hlgetary -  Facultv ad 
·. ;1e i stitut : 1 1 f an .   nt.4rv cation at  a s \viii nol li.ivc -i 
::: guificant i · n act  getary  r:  lty :i.cl. l c r ram ill rely ,1' ost cn1 j I dy 
' l istine c cfi ngs, th  tion r G it r· ov<..:-· a t o year J)l'i ·iod. 
-- --~
fon t=iJ~ .. ·JNT\1 Taos Dean orlns(ruction 
,
,
eli' CODE
OEGREEIPROGRAM CHANGE
fORMe
u'm PREPARES III OUADRlil>LICATE
~ (AI to<Jo <:cpiM)
I. oe""oI~S."";'; ~r~1
2. C1RT (C<wnQ 6. Inlcem Res 6. ..:hI. (if nec:e=>J)')
3. CC:le!le Qllncu!l..", Commin ee (il ""Co""")'}
4, COflQ9" or School F.cuJ1y
Anly/, ..c ~ 5, College or SchoOl OeaniDiroclnr of Im.itruc:ion
......'lClcl")~ r.O'-.'Qst 6, FS G:aduate Cornmit1ee (If ~P;lIl<:"bIQ)
tkt:C:I~le "'~h1.]\) t L FS Cu,''tlculil Commitlco
r a ; ~, Assoclafo PIO\fOS..lfor Ac'lden11r: Affairs
9, F'Wlty se .... re
Dale:---2_iWI!IT, 2005
Lori Clinchard-Sepp~
(N~mf or n1:hid~',il1 illIIl1l11!\'lI ~lJrf,e\ilar .;l1~n..--. lorrr..}
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l.'!'r1\l TAOS - ASSOCIATE OF ARTS II" UO:~:DARY EDUCATION
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respcasibiliry to contact hcrlhis academic advisor before Te llis(~ring for courses in the degree program. All
eQun~ for the Secondary Education A.A. will transfer to UNM Alb"'luorquc, and must be po, sed with a C
or better (not a C.), See second page rar $peeitie lower cit.'j,ion endorsement preparation. Nole: lower
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Fille Arts I Theatre
Theater 120 Acting I
Theater 121 ActL~g II
Theater 122 Theater Appre.
Thealer In Stagecraft
Thealer 194 Intra eo;rumc
Theater 196 Intro Stage Light
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EDUC 220 Exploring Schools & Teaching
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Library 1B!;dgetary & Faculty Load Impact Statement
Re: AA Secc ndary Education
4//7/05
LibrarY
The UNM Tros library is sufficiently able to meet all demands or the /1,;\ Secondary
Education pr igram.
BUdgetary t. Faclllty Load
The institutio.i of all AA in Sccondarv Education at UNM T;lOS will uot buve a
significant inpact on budgetary and lacllily load. The program will rely almost entirely
on existing course offerings. with the exception ofo credit hours over a two yC,lr period.
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2.. CIRT (Cg!T"l?& Infonn R05 t T1IJc:h), [If nt):"~~f){
3. C¢a<l~ CurriC1Jlum COrrYllitl1>e (ll f1~e.sBel)') ~ ~ .
01. COItClflCl Of SthlX,i F.u;4llty
$. CoIlej)/JOf SchO:l!D~nlDirtlttOl' 0l1(19lN~lon
15. ~sGr;)du~tc- CD!IYI',ittOllf.fl appllC8blCl)
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I)
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Dale~ 1/24105
Martin Facey
rKem& et. lnd1YldualIMh\lil'\1 fOrm)
Chairperson, 277·5861 !)en t~··.
'Plan for curricular erocess to take at least 12 months SEP 1 2 2005
(Ti~, p:»or,i.,.,\ toh;:p.~rH:'N"Imt:>erj
Art and Art History
MarkappropriateProgram~
UndergraduateDegree Program
GradualeDegree Program
(FC(J:xiIur4d~~ L'f'Jy)
MA in Art History . Gradua:e Olico .!
r-:~m-l'I,.\r~(....Dol El(illlfl!! rrt;tJrhlO'el 51tf C I i18','. ,\lex:Cfo
This form is foro
[]J i This prog/am is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catatop on
pageis) pp 435-436
I\'l::W:
Degree
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o ,"'u",p ......."___ .".~ __ --', O<'A/,:,:.Q"I,
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oooo
o
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o
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Giveexacttitle and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current cataloq for format within the respective
College(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form whal is being changed.
Mastorof Arts in Art History
Reason(s)for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). SEP J 5 2005
Art andArt History has been offering concentrations and emphases in the MA Art Histo . f.O~amJf.p.I~Affairs
nlu~fyb.rof years. They have been called specializations, concentrations, and focuses. This Form C is to
c an Whatalready exists.
A list of concentrations and emphasos, along with their criteria for completion, is attached.
~~addition, Art and Art History is requesting that the concontratjon "Art of the Modern Age" be
angedto "Art of the Modarn World."
Thisrevision' rt ..,.s pa of the clean-up process for the CUrriculum Inventory proJect.
libr~ryImp t SCIRT ac talement Name of librarian consulted ~nd attached signed impact statement. (II'4''''''Y)
BUd Imp~etStatement Name Of IndividtJal consulted and attached signed impact statement. (II_""'Y)
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The University of New' Mexico
D~'p;1.(tmCl1t fir An lLllUAn lfiswr>,
M,';(.'i)·1 2560
I University or New Mexlcu
Alhuqu<:rQ\I·~' ~.'1 g~nt-(JoOOl
February 24, 2004
)vIEMORANDUM
TO: Jerry Hall, Chair, Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Martin Facey, Chair, Department of Art and A..rt History Y'1 ..
-:J--<---~
Expedited Fonn C- Master of Arts in Art History . ..2-.27' ~p.:r-;
FROl\'I:
SUBJECT:
We arc requesting that the faculty Senate Committee approve the requested changes (0
our curriculum. Our Department has been offering concentrations and emphases in the
!'vIAArt History program for a number of years. In the past they have been called
specializations, concentrations, and focuses. The attached form C is to clarify what
already exists.
Please find the attached list of concentrations and emphases, along with their criteria for
completion .. We have maintained the widest possible latitude within each emphasis and
concentration to provide lor the customization of degree requirements, based upon the
needs of the individual student in consultation with Ius/her Committee on Studies, whi Ic
also maintaining broad-based and rigorous curriculum requirements.
In addition, Art and ATt History is requesting that the concentration "Art of the Modem
Age" be changed to "Art ofthc Modern World."
This revision is part of the clean-up process for the curriculum inventory project.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
.. 
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Department of Art and Art History
Master of Arts ill Art History
Spring 2005
List of Concentrations and Emphases, along with their criteria for completion
Course Work:
AH 500 Seminar in Philosophy and Methods of Art History 3
AH Graduate Courses (Area of Concentration) 12
.IIH Graduate Courses (supporting areas of emphasis) 9
Minimum course work* 24
AH 599 Master's Thesis 6
Total 30
"Required course work outside the Department of Art and Art History
will be determined by the student's particular needs and shall be undertaken
only with the advice and approval of the Committee on Studies
Concentrations: Arts of the Americas
Arts of the Modern World
Emphases: Arts of the Americas
Pre-Columbian Art History" "
Native American Art History*-
Spanish Colonial Art History*"
Art of Colonial America - Art of the United States*'"
Modern Latin American / Latino Art History**
Emphases: Arts of the Modern World
History of Archltectureve"
History of Photography**'"
History of the Graphic AI·l.s***
19th & 20'h Century Western Art History'"*'''
"Courses in these Emphases can also count towards a Concentration ill Arts of the
Modern World.
·_·Courses in these Emphases CUll also count towards a Concentration in Arts of
the Americas
Concentration: Graduate Courses in Arts ofthe Americas:
All Emphases
Topics Course
Problems - on any topic
Problems --on any topic
Problems in Interdisciplinary Studies
Contemporary Interdisciplinary Topics
AH 529
AH 551
AH 552
AH 584
AH 587
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temporary [ cr isciplinary ics 
AH 511
AH512
AH560
AH502
AH 506
AH5!5
AH 516
AH 517
AH559
AH 550
AH 580
AH ?
AH553
AH 572
AH 579
AH576
AH 583
AH 588
AH589
AH 590
AH 593
AH 594
Pre-Columbian Art History"''''
Pre-Columbian Art: Mesoamerica
Pre-Columbian Art: South America
Seminar in Pre-Columbian Art
Native American Art Historyv"
Native American Art I
Native American Art II
Modern Native American Art
Southwestern Native Ceramics
S/Native American Tourists Arts
Seminar in Nati ve American Art
Spanish Colonial Art*'"
Spanish Colonial Art
Seminar ill Spanish Colonial Art
American Landscapes: Changing Concepts of Space, Land and
Landscapes in the Early Modem Americas - new course being
processed through the system
Art of Colonial America - Art of the United States**
African American Art - new course being processed through the
system
American Art: 1675·1875
American Art: 1876-1940
Modern Latin American / Latino Art History"''''
Chicano Art: A History of an American Movement: 1965-1995
Seminar in Modem/Contemporary Latin American Art History
The Arts of Mexico 1810-1945
The Arts of Mexico 1945-1990
Mural ism in the Americas 1920·1995
The Art of Latin America, 1820-1945
The A1t of Latin America, 1945-1990
tl 
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Concentration: Graduate Courses ill Arts of the Modern World
All Emphases
Topics Course
Problems - on any topic
Problems - on any topic
Problems in Juterdisciplinary Studies
Contemporary InterdisciplitwJy Topics
AH 529
At! 55!
AH 552
AH 584
AH 587
AH522
AH 523
AH 562
AH 563
AH 567
AH 568
M:l525
AH 526
AH527
AR 520
AH 520
A.H SG4
AH565
AH595
AH582
AH 591
Historv or Architecture**"". .
Contemporary Architecture
Frank Lloyd Wright and American Architecture
Architectural Theory and Criticism
Modem Architecture
World Architecture I(History of the Built Environment from Pre-History
to 1400 C.E.)
World Architecture IT (History of the Built Environment from 1400 C.E.
to the Present)
History of Pbotography***
19'1.Century Photography
20" Century Photography
Photography Since 1950 - (title is being changed to Contemporary
Photography)
History of the Graphic Arts***
History of Graphic Arts I
History of Graphic Arts II
19th & 20lh Century Western Art History***
European Art 1750-1848
Architecture in Europe from 1750-1914
European Art 1848-1900
Seminar in 20'h Century Art
Late 20th Century Art
Concentration: aduate ses n t  f t e odern \\-Torld 
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Graduate Courses That Are Not Necessarily Specific to Either Concentration 0.-
Emphasis but that can count Toward Both of Them:
"
/10
AH 504
AH533
AH549
AH561
AH 571
AH 581
Seminar in Minor Arts
Italian Mannerism
Art of Spain
Seminar in Ancient and Medieval Art
Seminar ill Renaissance and Baroque Art
Seminar in Early Modem Art 1750-1900
Graduate Courses That r   ily cdfic to Either Concentration or Emphasis h t t t .o t rd oth of Them: 
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Dale: 5/4/05
Martin Facey
MAY I 1 2005
·Plan for curricular orocess to take at least 12 months
{Tio!le,po!itior.. 18lephme nl.ntlM
Art and Art History
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
PhD in Art HistoryMark appropriateProgram:
UndergraduateDegree Program D
Graduate Degree Program CRJ
(fill t;\II''''o$,1~~~nly)
This form is for
t Thrs program is or wouJd be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog on
poge(s) !1.p436-437 (2003-2005); pp. 442-443 (2005-2006)
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Giveexact litle and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective
COllege(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.
Doctorof Philosophy in Art History
Reason{s)fOrRequest (attach adcittonar sheets if necessary).
Art andArt History has been offering concentrations in the PhD Art History program for a number of
:~:~. They have been called supporting fields, fields of specialization, and areas of concentratlon. This
C IS to clarify what already exists.
A list of concentrations, along with their criteria for completion. is attached.
~~. . .
'Slon IS part of the clean-up process for the curriculum Inventory project,
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I~~ l~iSChange affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes No X
Effe• ave you resolved these issues with department/branch Involved? (attach statement)
et Dale of Proposed Change l'all __ , __ 2005 _
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Pre-Columbian Art History*'"
Native American Art History"·
Spanish Colontnl Art Hist.ory"·
Art of Colonial America - Art of the United States""
Modern Latin American I Latino Art History""
Department of Art and Art Hi tory
Doctor of Philosophy in rt 'History
Spriug200S
List of Emphases, along with their criteria for completion
Course Work:
A. A minimum of 48 hours of course work beyond the bachelor's degree, exclusive
of the dissertation,
• A maximum of30 hours from tile M,A. degree, if approved, may be counted
toward the 48-hour requirement. 30
• An History graduate courses in tile concentration and graduate courses in
supporting fields I8
Minimum course work 4
An History Dissertation I
Total 66
B. Within the context of the courses listed above:
• A minimum of 18 hours of :5OQ..levelcourses or above completed at
• At least 18 hours completed in residence at the University.
At the PhD level, the program of studies is highly individualized, coordinated ill
consultatiou with tbe student's Committee on Study, At this level, the
concentratious are Pre-Cohnnbiau Art History, Native American Art History, ctc.,
according to standardized categories of specializations within the discipline of Art
History at the national level. The Jist of cour es below is a somewhat modified
version of the one submitted for the Master' of Art in Art History. it is from these
same courses that lin appropriate cour e of studies foe the PhD i developed for ch
student,bllserl in part upon hiWbcr earlier Master's course work and what further
courses wouJd best build upon tnarIoundation,
Concentrations:
History of Archlrecrurev"
History of Photography""
History of the Graphic Arts"''''
19'· & 20'" Century \Vestern Art Rj tory*""
....Coursin these Concentrations cau also count towards other Concentration.
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AH 529
AH 551
AH552
AH584
AH587
AH 511
AH512
'*:HI5S8
AH560
AH502
AH 506
AH 515
AH 516
.AR 517
AB559
AB550
AH 580
+ AH ?
AH 553
AH572
AH579
AH576
AH583
AH588
AH589
AH590
AH 593
AH594
1/3
All Concentrations
Topics Course
Problems - on any topic
Problems - on any topic
Problems in Interdisciplinary Studies
Contemporary Interdisciplinary Topics
Pre-Columbian Art History**
Pre-Columbian Art: Mesoamerica
Pre-Columbian Art: South America
Seminar in Pre-Columbian Art
Native American Art History**
Native American Art I
Native American Art II
Modern Native American Art
Southwestern Native Ceramics
SlNativc American TOU11StsArts
Seminar in Native American Art
Spanish Colonial Art**
Spanish Colonial Art
Seminar in Spanish Colonial Art
.'\A18risfiA Laneiseu~es. Cltanguig Concepts ofSpdcc, Ld1id a11d
Ln8BSeft~eS tn the Em 1) ~{otleri'l AfAerieas Her., e0t11Se being
~r6ee8se6 til10ugh the 3YStc1It
Art of Colonial America - Art of the United States**
African American Art - new course being processed through the
system
American Art: 1675-1875
American Art: 1876-1940
Modern Latin American I Latino Art History**
Chicano Art: A History of an American Movement: 1965-1995
Seminar in Modem/Contemporary Latin American Art History
The Arts of Mexico 1810-1945
The Arts of Mexico 1945-1990
Moralism in the Americas 1920-1995
The An of Latin America, 1820-1945
The Art of Latin America, 1945-1990
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inar  ~f ern/Contemporary ti  erican Art History 
 t  ico -1945 
. t  f ico -1990 
·1uralis    ricas -1995 
e rt  in rica, -1945 
e t Latir'l rica, 5-1990 
;: ..
AH 522
AH523
;It.7YI 5 62
AH 563
AH567
History of Architecture***
Contemporary Architecture
Frank Lloyd Wright and American Architecture
t"'d:el.lteehti,-aJ TliCOi,- anel CritieisFJl
Modem Architecture
World Architecture J (History of the Built Environment from Pre-History
to 1400C.E.)
World Architecture IT (History of the Built Environment from 1400 C.E.
to the Present)
}d'tleltetl:.t, s\.cltikoLuiC
AH 568
AH525
AH526
AH527
History of Photography***
19'h Century Photography
20'h Century Photography
Photography Since 1950 - (title is being changed to Contemporary
Photography)
AH520
AH520
History of the Graphic Arts***
History of Graphic Arts I
History of Graphic Arts n
] 9u,& 20'11Century Western Art History***
AH 564 European Art 1750-1848
AH 565 Architecture in Europe from 1750-19]4
AH 595 European Art 1848-1900
AH 582 Seminar in 20'h Century Art
AH 591 Late 20th Century Art
-1:\11 592 SCluiuM hi A~rtBinee 195&
-JrAII5~6 J;lldy 2!g'l1 C~ll:t~lf)Actl
~A H 597 14a't Gl'itiei8n~
GradQ3te courses that are not necessarily specific to any Concentration but that can
COQnttoward several of them, based upon determination by the student's
Committee on Studies:
.AR 504
~';JIS39
Seminar in Minor Arts
Italian lQfc.umeriS1iI
AH549
AH 561
*MI571
AH 581
Art of Spain
Seminar in Ancient and Medieval Art
Selllhim hI Renais3ftnee and Dmof1t1cJ'ul
Seminar in Early Modem Art 1750-1900
.  
  
.i-\.1-i 523 
~Adi  , 
5  
567 
  
525 
f-1526 
527 
520 
520 
istory  chitecture ** 
temporary nhitecture 
ra k l yd ·w i ht  rican r itecture 
Arol~i tt rttl I ,co,). ,,md G itiefotH 
dem itecture 
orld rchitecture I tory   ilt ironment fro  Pre-History 
  C.E.) 
orld rchitecture II ( i tory   ilt ironment fro  1400 C.E. 
  sent) 
•.A.merieut, 1'\t ehiteotur e 
istory f otography ** 
th tury tography 
th tury tography 
Photography i e     ed t  ontemporary 
tography) 
istory   aphic ts* * 
Fl tory f hic   
tory  hic  II 
19th  otb ntury '\i\'·estern rt tory * 
  ropean  - 848 
AH 565 r itecture  e  -1914 
  r pean  ~19 0 
 5  inar  th tury rt 
  te th tury rt 
_,.,-AH 5 - erninm: tft .rt Sift o 0--
~I  9  l a  gGth ~ll.R¾f)' .\:rt 
W  .<\fl ritie¼oR:1 
Graduate courses t at re t e sarily ific t   oncentration but that can count to ard several f t , ed n termination by the student's 
mittee  dies: 
H  
-TAB  
549 
  
AH 571 
B:  
inar  r  
lt :tia11 Jvfan11e1 IJ  
rt f in 
inar  ient  ieval rt 
mi nm i 11 - 11&tS3ftn c ttt'.l:  nroqtte Art 
inar i  l  e  t - 00 
pag~l. From; Marti~ Kerr Facey <m:acey@unm.edU> on 6/17/2005 11;3: AN -06001
From:M~r~i~ Ke~~ Facey <mfacey~unm.edu>
To: eba r r.onesunm. edu
co: blt:ak~rfKunm,edu, ;':'licmcc@unm.edu/ mst333@t:.nm,ecu, ;lbat:ns~nt4vu:1m.edu
Subject: R~r Porm C to revise MA &. Pl-.D ':":1 Arc History
Date-Sen~: ?~idaYI J~ie17, 2005 11:31 ~~ -0600
Liz.
Regarding your questions below~
Item 1> Yes, please go a~ead with my approval to
expcdi te the obvious ir.t::cnt.iof:s of the aunaet t inq .
Item 2~ I cc our u~der9=ad adiv8or, Mickely McConnell.
who may be a~le ~o prov':"dea ccurse number for ~he
ar::;:a.istor-y cour-se . Oche r ......i se , '..;e may :teed to await the
rezurn 0: our- Depart .Adrni;list~ator, 3.Bake:- from holiday on
Jun~ 2:; •. 0:::' SO _ •
J.[a~tine Pacey.
On Tue, 14 Jen 2005 c3;12;23 -0600
cba:·ton@ur:::~. edu \o,lrotc:
~ Dea~~r. ?acey,
>
> I ~eceived your correcced c~rr~culum att~chmcnt for the
~:ormC deta~ling co~cen~~~tions for ~he MA in Art
>Eistory. T~e Fo~m ~ill be reviewed by FSCC early in che
>?all semester. 1 have j:..lst realized, howeve-r I that :::.:J.e:!
>,crm C to detail concencracions fOe the PhD has
>e8se~tia11y t~e same attachment. So, the sunsetted
>courseB you removed f~Dm the ~~ act~ctment also need to
>be removed from the P~O at~achment. I am sorry for this
~ove;rsigh:. on my part. vnd0~ t he circumstances, i C you
>would like, a~d with your approval, I can mark through
>those courses O~ the PhD attachment ra~~er than sending
>the Form ~ack to you tor a corrected attachment. !
'apologize for not-ha~dling both of chese forms at che
:>sa.me ::'ime.,
> Also, the co::..-rected ac ca chmenc you se:1t me still sh,:ws
>the course American Lands caoe s . Changing ocacept;s at
~S~atet Landr and La~dscape$- in the Early Modern Americas
~~lchout a Course nUmber u~der the spanish Colonial Art
~head~~g, Do vo~ ~~ow if th~ Porm B to create chis course
>~as been suomlt::ed and ."...hat che proposed course number
~lS? ~ithout a number :or it, I can't check our log :0
=>seeif a Form E is in prooe ss .
>
J ':':"Cinks l
>
> Elizabeth
>,
> Elhabeth lL Bar~cn
> AsscCiate Registrar
> Stude:>t Services Center 261
• 505-277-8466 (o:ficel
> 505-277-77~lifax),
~ed ~o~, ebarton@un~m~.e~.3d~u--~o=n~'F~r~i,-08 Jul 2005 13:29;46 -0600
Page 1. From; rv:arti.:1 err acey =acey unm.edu>  / /2005 11:3:. .l'.\M -o6oo] 
From: ,Jr::.i:1 e:::-:::-  .:: f aceyG~un:-:-.. edu;, 
: r::o:ic~ .  
cc: blba,cera,;unm.edu, :-::.:. rnc _;im.edu, s':: 1.a~; ... du, ;ibarnsan~vu:im.edu subject: e:: F  c o vi se   hD .:.:i rt i stor y 
ate•SQnt: :::-:.day, U;,e .  :  AI( -0600 
, 
e  c r c:i,.:.estions l o : 
Item > es, l se  :'le ci it  y r val to 
exped.:.te t e vious r. .::cntior.s f t e s nsetting. 
Item 2~. I cc r :i rg::::-a.d c.i sor, .:.ckely !"'.cConnell, wr.o rr.ay b  a'.:::,l  :  r vide  ourse ber f r .:he 
art :ii st ry ur e. : c~"'J:ise  w   n  t  a ait the re:uxn o: o·..1r art. mi.:1 · c:::-ator, . ake::::- fr -:. liday on 
e  3 . o·" so .. 
Ma:::-ti  Ft.cey. 
n &e,  ~   :J:1 :  - 0 0 
h :::-ton@ur ;.edu wz- t : 
, a~ . ey, 
;, 
> I received r r t  i..;.rric l:  ttachme t for the >:crm  ta.:.ling :1 ,,  .. tior.s  -::   i  rt ;-Eistory. T:iG: :::-  wi 11 :Oe " e~,Te   r y in i:he >?al:-.. semes::er. r  ~- 1st c:alized, ever, r:hat :::ie 
>2orm  t  etail ncentratio:is fa:::- t  P:1D r.as >esse:.tiall  tl:.e e .t ~.ent. , t  s setted >courses  r oved =ro   MA r. cnt lso need to >be re oved fr :n  : :-i.::. tachm -::. .   rr  for this ,ovet"sigh::  y r . ce:::- r.  u stances, i - you :-woulci li:-<e, r.d it  ur 9rova:,   ar'.,;. through >those c rses 0::1 he  a ent r<:1c:.:'1er t an Gending :-.the ?or::, :Oack   f   rr cted ttac ent. ~ >apologi ze f r :i t h ndling t   t  forms a the >same e. 
, Also, the co:::-re t d tta.chmc1.::  :it  till shows :•the CO)Jrs.e rican r.ds ane : ging Co:1cepts of ;•Space, Land, ,:ind .:1dscape:::i·  e v-ly :'-! err. ericas )Without a co·..irse u ber nder  S anish lo1.::..al r.:: >r.ead.:.-:-ig. o vo1:. :-<.:lo ·  e F    er  t  t · s co 1rse >r.as :Oeen su:O i t~ ed r:.d w at t::1  osed rse .:1umber >is? Without a_ 1 ber  ,  n't  oi:.r 109 :o >see    B s  v- ccss. :;. 
 l t  
;, 
 lizabeth 'P.. rt.en 
 .~. scc · t  egistrar 
:, st it r i ces enter 1 
> SOS-277-8466 : ) 
 S S - 4'1 ( fax } 
> 
frinte~o~•-.:f-~-r-r- e rt un edu on Fri,  l 5 : : 6  
The University of New Mexico
Ikparlmem of Art and Art Hlsrcrv
MSC04 2~6(i
I U"J\'crsit~,·of t\·cw Mexico
Albu'IlIt:rqul;; NM lJ.] Li J ~O{lO 1
UNM
SEP 2 2 2005
OfflOE OF THE REGISTRAR
May 4, 2005
MEMORI\NDUM
TO: Jerry Hall, Chair, Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Martin Facey, Chair, Department of Art and Art History ~
Expedited Forrn C - Doctor of Philosophy in Art History
FROM:
SUBJECT:
This mcmorandum is a request for the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee to make the
necessary changes as set forth here and in the Expedited Form C.
We have becn offering concentrations in the PhD Art History program for a number of
years, They have been called supporting fields, field of specialization, and areas of
concentration, This Form C is to clarify what already exists,
A list of concentrations, along with their criteria for completion, is attached. We have
deliberately left these criteria as open as possible to allow for the customization that is
necessary at the PhD. level. Specific choices within this broad-based set 0 r criteria are
detennined by each student in consultation with his/her advisor and committee on
stUdies.
This revision is part of the clean-up process for the curriculum inventory project. Thank
you for your timely attention to this matter
The i c iry   l.Vlc i o 
lkparl ~nl ()f   ,-\ rt i,tory 
S 04 1,0 
I nivcrsi11• f --  cxiw 
ll qu~ ~e  37lJ i - O l 
   
!v1EMORANDUM 
 
    
QfflCE  t. t R 
 Jen:y Hall , hair, culty te Ltlum o ittee 
: 
J CT: 
Marlin Facey, ir, rtment  rt a d rt History 176--
Expe<li ted Form  tor  l sophy in rt History 
This memorandum is a request f r tl1c ulty te rriculum Committee to make the necessary changes as s t     t  xpedited Form C. 
We have been offering concentrations    rt i tory program for a number of years. They have been called s orting ,  f s ecialization, and areas of concentration. his m1    ify at lready exists. 
A list of concentrations, along it  t ir t ria  letion, is attached. We have deliberately left these criteiia as   sible  l  f r the customization that is necessary at the PhD. level. cific ices in t is road-based set of criteria are detennined by each student i  sultation \Vit  /her advisor and committee on u i  
This revision is part of the clea -up ce s   i lu  inventory project. Thank you for yo r ti ely ntion  t i  atter 
DEGREE/PROGRAMCHANGE
FORM C- EXPEDITED
clPcnm; UNIT PREPARES IN QUADnUPL11;ATE
~1,n!J (,r.,~IOUI (;OD.(lS)
I. O(l~f1 oflin!)' Sc!rYic(l~ (II necesca 'J)
2. CUiT cceee s r!l~ A(l~ & ToI:I(I'1),(.ilI'1"'l';!iafy}
~l C;:J1o!1C'Oulril:\JI~m C(lm!h.~!(!~ (it r'lel:i.'~Il""'lTIi:'--
<\. ~le$l&-Of'SCt'loolF.~CUlt~' "l~
!J.. ~I(ll)a-: .. ,sr.hool Dr.:Jtn.'Dif~IOfollns:fl.c:lo'l ". .....
B. f!SOrll.~a:e COlTmitt«l iif (l~l'Jtkvbkl) '" ,~ I
" FS elm-kula COlT'miltl:a r. . ........
Ii Ass-ce}atf: 1'r<)'".'C.s.ltor Ac ....eeeue Arr"ir1" ,......: ..
9. Fa~v1:yS!)!'10119 C I}~' (l
'''''''!:l,nlh) ,,,,,,",oJ,,,,,,
1''''''01 tr lv..:·• .:.:,~ .. AlT'.lt.
Date:3/31/05
MarkPeceny
[Tirlo, pm;il'Qr-" Jc!lp.;';hl).'l(! r'Iu'ri:::{!I}
Political Science
V..arne 01 Mll'ioJllllnr;l;;Jil"iO lorm;
DeparlmentChair,. 277-5104 Of:Ot:",'Plan for curricular orOC0SS to take at least 12 months ,ii'~
"S C; -.6(/
f:tvC
1:&
.'a ••• _' ••.
-'- -'- _.- _.- -.--- -.----------_._._._._._._.-._._._ ..--._.-.-._---_.- -'-'-'---'-'-'_._'_._._._'-' ...'-'-'-'-'-'-'_.-.
It~lui~[j SiJ;.H~tll.l'l:s:
DepartmentChairperson ~- - ~
~~~~of Library Services ;;,.,~",')') ~ IA
'.Ir~(jC(,~~3ry) N I.A
CellegeCu I <I / A-Cell rncu urn Committee :£1 n(l:;IJ:'~IJl)') ,,, ;
egeor Sch I ~ ~ A/;.4ell 00 rnculty (jlnQ"o'!ii)ry)
F~~ge or SChoolDean/Dlrec;o"r of InstrucllOn ;;"y,\;:==
FSCraduateCommittee ~I.p.'b"'. ;V A-
As UrncUlaCommittee ==i~~~i=~~=1iS~~~~~===F soc,Provosttor Acade-m-:-lc--'9"fla-',"-rs""--L"!
~:IYSenate
-It~') 61tttt. fi~. ~
Date; --L'I"-!iLL!""'O.5""----_
Date: _
Date: _
Date: _
Date: I
Date: -=~L.); D s=
g;:~: fffYr.u.f",--
Date: t7'1j.i4/P5
MarkapproprialeProgram: This toern is fOf
UndergraduateD gree Program
GmduateDegreeProgram
o
III
MA & PhD Political Science degrees &
concentrations
I This pcogram is or 'I.'OlJldbe located in current und'crgraduatelgraduateCQt~togOft
pagels) p.256
... _ .•._. _. -'-- ~.•._ _- --- ._. _.- - _._. _.- - _.- - _. -- -- _. _. _. _. _ ,_. -, , .. ,- - _.- '.'- ._-_._.- ._. ---. _. _. _. _. _._. - ._ _ .., _ ..
....1':"': REVISION or. Dt:l.y.nH~~ ....·,\.'l-1EC11,\NGE;
Dtgl'~~ Dtr ..:n-(l'"l. .."' ...... D 0 0.:..'\')I"'x'(..nlyI~P<
M~ljflr 0 [TI 0 0
Minor 0 0 0 0
Cflllcentl':Jtiol1 0 m 0 0
Ccrtillca1t~ 0 0 0 0
£mpha.sls 0 0 0 0
J)e[J;'ltlillcllt 0 0 0 0
.~ "-0 ... L"hll~I\lUr~'r...lIA'I'fl\"'1t«1l
....·.,IlII>\'J'.I ••~. ,t,_ ",,,,,,,,,"~I!l',,
UNM
APR 1 5 2005
Give,acltille and requirements as thoy should appear in the catalog, See current catalog lor format within tho respective
COllege(attachadditional sheets if necessary). Identify in brnckct form what is being changed.
~ee,Uachcddocumentation, Specifies credit hour and course requirements for MA and PhD de~rees In7':-- ......__•
cO;'tlc~ISclence,as well as the MA and PhD concentrations (to be included in catalog copy). ThiS Form "~0\,i\'.'".;c"'':\
I pecltlesthe requirements for curriculum that has been previously approved. Concentretlons are as
01101'1':American Politics, Comparative Politics International Relations, Methodology. Political Theory,
andPUblicPOlicy. '
Reasenr"')10 R• request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
~~mca.t ( ., 09 2003-2005) does not list requirements lor degrees or concentrations.
librarvImpa S ' '
GIRTi ct latement. Name of librarian consulted nnd attached SIgned~mpactstatement. . i" "", ,.,.r
8 d mpactStatement. Name of Individual consulted and attached Signed Impact statement. IIr.. , ,y)
u gelaryandFaculty Load Implications (att(lch statements). Long-range planning statement.
DeesIhisChang II ' '.. h ? YIIYe e a ect In a Significant wny, nny other departmental programSibranc campuses, es
Elle~;haveyou 'esolved those issues with department/branch involved? (attach statement)
Oaleof Proposed Chango F"II • 2005
jO::",P..l.ICf "~m
No x
EGRE /PROGRAM NGE 
  I  
ale:   
rk  
\M.l  ol nc11vl cJ Jal 1n .1a1ir"1 l J 
rt t  -5104 
( 1!10, r i:ihon, l<!l~;: ~c ) 1rie<'.!1> 
liti l  
ark propriate r : 
ndergraduate ree -gr  D 
mduate gre   I X I 
!t, ~\\llfl.J."!'V ,•lllf' 
,1-: \\.: 
... "r1:lc,. i.J~..«> Oe~m n x-i.:rwca1~· ,, 
D :1jur 
. f  D 
ou c rntfon D 
\1:: 11• D 
E a i  D 
llcpar m nt D 
t ~ :i,;c,,  ll"tlr.•, f'dl • VWiff\hH  ~ 
A;, ,ilJh\•t .... 1 1h• ~ r ... ,q•<t,_ t lh,t 
,VVl ►Jtnl h> A ,u rl.C 
Pluo,10I r,. ;\. a!(rnj._ .'T,lh 
I  PARES  O ADrlUPLICATE 
Rll'Jtng A· tour coi;,o·  
1 Coon qi ra ry e vi e,; ~1 Lx:c s  ·yl 
 111 T (Corro S tn!::,rn Ra  8 <:ct,), 1 nnJ!,,..sar / 
;~ ~ln r1 ..rr iculu  o ,i,~,.,  II fu.,ce~11'•1)'1 J:--. 
~- lep or chool -0 0\Jlly ' l~ 
:, Coll<J!)~ •;< Sch ol Ocar.'Dir~10ro1I~ r~c1I01 , , ...._, 
6. r re. alEi o.,-roitt~ ·,• o::plic;, lo  ' , 
7  Cun ico,JI~ ow t:  I" . 
B. $'SOC,ate l'ro;-c,;1 r  l\a0m1c ~;,ir~. ·:; 
 ,1;c <1y $1)'1alo  11 (J 
C ' 
;::: 
' l   1.Jrricular ocess  r   t  t  "!11 -.. 
' I 
& l rr  1  or    tical e es  
entrations 
I This prngr  i  r W lJlc    o t er raduate.lgraduate catalog 0•1 
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Off\CE f ll\E -
Give exac1 title and requir 0   <lS t e       .  r  t l  f r for at ithin tho respective college (a ttach ad iti l t  if ry).   a e   t i  i  c anged. 
~e~ ~ltach~d doc entation, ifies dit r  rse ire ents f r  and Ph  de~rees In , r---- ~--. ··-c°~ttic~I.Sc1ence, as ell as t     entrations   l ded i  t l g ), his For  ~ 'CV1 ~- , .. :~~1 
1 lecifies the requirements f r rriculum t  o  viously ved. ntrations are as 0 ows: ~ eric  lilics, arative litics, r ational l ti s, t ology, olitical Theory, nd ublic olicy. 
coson(s' fo . , r equest  i l ts  /) . 
Current cat 1  • ' a og 20 -2005) cs  t irements f r r es  ntrations. 
' arv pact t , . • C!RT · ate ent.  f li r i  lt d a   signed impact t t t. (11 neci!Ss&.l)'i 
Bud Impact State ent. o f I i i l lt d   si  i t  t nt. (If emm:,) 
Doe getary and lt   ti ns { a  . -r  l ing state ont. 
II yes t~is change aflect in  si ifi t a , a   l J h s s? Yes Ellei; ave you res lv  t  i .   t/branch l  _____ (ottach state ent) 
ate f  o   all ,  
.'),:-111.~-.IN \\'.'ilf 
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Master's (M.A,) Degree Requirements - Plan I (Thesis)
Entrance Requ ircments: In addition to UNM entrance requirements, the general ORE examination. a writing sample. a
letter of intent and three letters of recommendation arc required.
Exit Requirements: In addition to UNM exit requirements, Master's (Thesis) students must choose one field of
concentrarion and complete a minimum of 25 credit hours of course work including Pol Sc 580. 58 l , 582; three pro-
seminars (including one in the chosen field of concenrratinnj: one research seminar in the chosen field or Concentration;
and O'1C written comprehensive examination in the chosen field of concentration. All required course work must be
completed with a grade of "13" or better. with the exception o[ 582. which is offered [or Credit/No Credit only,
Entrance Requirements: In addition to UNM entrance requirements, the general ORE examination. a wtiting sample, a
letter of intenl and three letters or rccomrncndation are required,
Atso required arc a minimum of six credit hours of thesis; an oral and written thesis presentation; and degree completion
within riV(~ years.
Master's (M.A.) Degree Requirements - Plan l l (Non-Thesis)
Entrance Requiremems: In addition to UNl'vf entrance requirements, the general GRE examination, a writing sample, a
letter of il tent and three letters of recommendation are required,
bitl{cquiremclJts; In addition to UNM exit requirements, Master's (Non-Thesis) students must choose one field of
C(JIIccnlrationand COmplete a minimum of 32 credit hours of course work including Pol Sc 580, 581, 582; three pro-
seminars (inclUding onc in the chosen field of concentration); one research seminar in the chosen field of concentration:
and one written comprehensive examination in the chosen field of concentration, All required course work must De
completed with a grade of "B" or better, with the exception of 582, which is offered [or Credit/No Credit only. Degree
IllU'tbe completed within five years.
Voctoral (I'h.D.) Degree Req uirements
Exit Rcqui"emc'1t<: In addition to UNM exit requirements. Doctoral students must choose two fields of concentration and
complete a minimum of 13-24 posr-Masters hours of COurSC work including Pol Sc 580. 58 1,582.68 I; three pro-
seminars (including one in each uf the chosen fields of concentration); one research seminar in the primary fidd or
conc~ntr<llil1nand Qne additional course in the secondary field of concentration; and two wriucn cornprebcnsivc
examination< (one in each of the chosen fields of concentration). A II required course work must be completed with a
graue of "B" or Detter. with thc exception of 681, and 582 which is offered for Credit/No Credit only.
Also required are a written and oral presentation of a lield research paper: a minimum of 18 hours of dissertation: a
dls.\ertation-proposal presentation; a written and oral defense of the final dissertation; and completlOn of the rJe.gree
"'Ithm five years following field pa~r rcquircmems and advancement to candidacy,
Concentration Course ..Vork Requirements
American Politics; Pol Sc 510 Pro· seminar in Americllll Politics, and Pol Sc 51l, Research Seminar in AmeriwllPOlilies '
Comparative Politics: Pol Sc 520. Pro.semillar in Compararive ['olities, and Pol Sc 521, Research Seminar ill
Compl~rativePolitics .
~nternaliollal Relations: Pol Sc 540. Pro-Sl'minar ill InternaTional Relations, and Pol Sc 54.r. Research Seminar ill
merna/ionai Relations
~lethodology: Completion ofl\VO additional Methodology courses over and above the :MClhodoJogy sequenec (580-
pSI, 681). and one I'eseal'ch scminal' employing advanced research methods, , '" .
ol,tlcal Theory: Pol Sc 560, Pro-seminar in Political Theo/)'. and one research ,emmar WIth slgm[lcant theoryContem
PUblic Policy: Pol Sc 570, Pro-seminar in Public Policy, and onc research 'eminar with significllOl policy contCnt.
. aster's ( .A.) egree -quircmc.nts lan I (1 hcsis) 
Entrance Requi rements: Tn addition lo }.,1 t nce uirements,  era G  exa ination. a writing sample. a tell .r of inte t  t ree tters f o mendation arc required. 
Exit Rcquirc,rncnts: ln addition to  iL uirements, ster's (I esis) students mu!-t choose one field of concenrration and complete a ini mum f  it rs f , rk including Pol Sc 580. 581, 582; three pro--~i;n,inar.· (including one in the chosen fiel  f t tion):  c cal'ch. crninar in Lhe chosen field of concentration; ~nd one wriHcn compri!hensive exa ination i   sen d  centra ion. ll required cou,. c work mu. c be completed with a grade of "B '' or be-ttcr, i t   tion f , ich is offered for Credit/No Credit only. 
Also r qu ired are a minimum of six crndit rs f is;  l  itten t esis presentation; and degree completion l in f ve.; rs. 
Master's (lVl. .) cgrcc.\ irements  11 ( on-Thesis) 
Entrance Requirements: In addition to M trance c ircmcms.  nera l  cxaminaLion, a writin, ~ mpk. a lette-r of inte-nt  t ree cers f mmendation are required. 
bi! R ·quir<.:rncots: ln acldi1ion w  c- it c irc cms, . tcr',  n-The. is student, mu ' l choo cone fie ld of conct;:n!ration and complcLe a inimum f  dit rs f  r  i l ding Pol Sc 580, 581, 582; three pro-~cminars (including one in the chosen fiel  f tration);  arch se inar in the cho ·en field of concentrntion: and 1)nc written comprehensive cxa ina ion   sen   centration . All required cour ·e wor ' mu l be. completed with a grade of "B" or better, it  t  eption  , i h i · ffcre.d for Credit/No Credit only. Dc,grcc, musL ;.: pl(;:!Cd t in i  ~rs. 
D ctoral Ph.D.) gree i ents 
Entrance Requirements: In addition to  trance quirement.5, t  ral G E examination, a wri ting sample. a letter of inte t  r ·c k-t n- f e mendation arc required. 
Exit Rc.quirc.mcnts: In addition to UN.lv1 it r uirements, ctoral Ludcnt nn1sL choose two fields of concentration ,mJ co rn1}ICtt' a min imum of 18-24 post-fvl  ·ter·s ur· f c.o r ·  i l ding Pol Sc 5 0. 581, 582. 681: chrne pro-seminars (including one in uch of th • ~  l'id s  tration); e research seminar in the primary field or conccntr(ltic1n and one addirional c rse i      centration: and twc wri LLcn comprehensive examinations (one in each of tbe ch sen fi lds f (.:oncentnUion). i\ 11 r ired course work muse be completed with a grade of "B ·· or betL r, ith t e ception f ,   ich is offered for Credit/No Cr ·dh only• 
·~1so rc.q_uired are a written and oral r enlaLion r  f l   ~ ch er: ~ rn inil~mm of 18 hours .of dissertation: a dissertation-proposal presentation; 3 ritten  l fense   i l 1sse1tat1on; and completion of the dcur c withu five yeurs following fi •ld per uircmcn sa  ancement to candidacy. 
Concentration ourse \<Vork equirements 
Atnerican Politics: Pol Sc 510 Pro-se inar i  erican litics,  l c 511 , Research Seminur in Amt:1fru11 o tics ' 
Compurativ(;:', Politic~: Pol Sc 520, r -seminar  rarive P litics, a d Pol Sc 521, Re ·earch Seminar in arative litics 
~11'.~r~ati?nal Relalion, : Pol Sc 5 , -se inar n f tio11ai elations, and Pol Sc 541. Research Seminar in n,u1z rt i l tions 
Methodology: Compktion of two addirional thod logy urses er  abov the )..fothodology .. cqucnce (5 '0-581.• _681), and one l'CScarch e i nar ploying anced re.search method · . . Political Theory: Pol Sc "60, ro-seminar  litical ry.  e re, earch semmar with ·ignificanl lht:ory co t nt. 
Public Policy: Pol Sc 5 0, J>ro-seminar i  r,blic i .  e earch seminar with significanL policy cont Ill . 
In ;t(idiOOn 10 the lltl(li:alion ma:on.eJs requir'ed by the
University of <1'0' Mexico OfftCO of Graduate StudIeS. lI\e fol-
lowing items ara reqvired for admission to !he Department of
POITticalScience: 1) an official report or the studel1l'S Verbal.
QU8J1tjjative and Analylical Graduate Recore Examination
scores' 2 a sho r' ing sample IIluSlrating analytical ability
and stylistic mas tory; and~) Ihreo lotters of recommondatiO(C)
.jlo~r-il:l&lrUGlOf'" The GRE scores must be mailed
dirocUy to the Political Science Department by Educational
Testing Services.IIe.i1' 2l end 3) may be included in UI~
lIIOOagetl 8jljlllc&Iloo-peo;(ei "" Ole~1direell) 10 the ~
meAt. ~leleINtt l~e 9f~e e" C,.edttate Stttdies .eqbitos 81one
- Pft9'& lel~lIeJlI trdll$houlc; cliffe, fro"" 'h" ",,6"9
MfI:;A:~Ap~ steJtr; ire we. M Jet., ir:t lJle eel llfIan
8getl811:JiieeIi0fl1l~,eG"~ /CMcc-..;,vrA:l.l"lT7cJ~J_~ /;vs~r _~/'_ .•/~_ _
/' RG<PU I'/'?ti'rJ"'""".,> rr-t=c / __ <p
~rior SOPhomore and jvnior students arc inviled to apply Political Science (PoI SC)
Or admiSSion 10 the Undllrgraduate Honors Program, be9in.
nlng I~ thll Junior year. Students participating In this program
are e"Olble to graduate wilh departmental honors if recom.
mended by the faculty on the basis of outstanding
petlormance. Those enrolled in the honors program are
'lXpGOtedto completo the following sequence 01courses tor a
l~_~. o! 9 hours: 495. 496 (Of. I'.'illl pti« apptOVal, anotr.er. ..-
Pol Se 302 Comparative Slate Politjcs
Pol So 31 1 legislativo Process
Pol So 313 Women and 1M La 'J
Pol So 314 Women's Con<empo."a1Y legal Issues
Pol So 315 Constitutlooal Law: Pov,."ts
Pol Sc 316 Const::u1ional Law: l1berties
Pol So 317 COnstiMional La,,.; P"J9/lls
PIlI se 400 Adva.'1COO PoIi1ical TQPi¢s
('concenlralion' l\lIaled)
Pol So 446 Trade law and Pofiey
Pol Sc 496 Undergrad Seminar-Honors
('coneentmtlon' retated)
Pol Sc 497 SeniorThesl$-Honors ('conoonlrallon' related)
Poi So 499 Independent Study ('concentration' rolaled)
In addition, inlemships (POi So 291/491) in a taw reJaled ecuv-
ity are highly recommended. (Oontact Undergraduate
Ini~ Adwisor.)
NOTE: Add'Itic",al rele\'llnl COUlSOS may be added wi!!>
approval 01. 1I1e depaltmen:al chairperson.
Public Policy
Twelve hours or Ihe political science 'core' toquiremenls must
include Pol Sc 200, 270 and 280. Of the remainIng 24 hours
of coursos required for the major, at least 12 hours must be
taken fnom the following list.
po/ Sc 300 Political Topics rconcenltalion' rolated)
Pol So 301 Govemmoo: 01 New Me1<ioo
Pol Sc 30S Public Oplnooo and Elect. VlO<
Pol So 3SO Public F\nanco <;r ", 11:,. 1$ w-;/1
POI So 313 Ulbao POlioes and Pr c; ~~~::.{~ ';F.
Pol So 37S Public "1anagernent "fld Adrrit!ls:ralion"""'c _
PoISc376 HeaIlhPolicyandPollics /"'/" ••.'''-o,.,,;rr
Pol So an P~vJalion Par ICy aoC!polilS'e /I'1""':./eve.1
yO' ~ tt",d -rWI)Pol So 400 Advanced Pelotienl epics F. ..rd ~ 0;'.
('concentration' rela ed) s~,/r> ';J'4ft"'"
Pol Sc 446 Trade Law and Poli y &(./ -fA.. I'j,p.
Pol So 470 Public Policy Analys r lie I .
Pol So 475 Environmental Poliliosf'-----
Pol Sc 496 Undergrad Seminar-Honors
('conccnlJation' mated)
POISc 497 Senior The$i~ ('co~' relalOd)
Pol Sc 499 IndependDnI Study ('COtlCOOlI8Jion' re ed)
In adlj'tJon. internships (pol Sc 291 91) mth gow""",,,,!
89llncics ate highly t¢COml!'lelliClG<l. (Cornal:l UO(letgtl!d\Ja~
Internship Advisor.)
NOlS': Ack!itional relev8J'It COurses may bo added wilh
apprOVal Of the depatlme a.rper'8Ol\7- __ .........
. a) 1\ le-rte .. cf'll)/"enfj,'
Mmor StUdy ReqUJrement·~--
A 10ta.1of 24 hours, includ,"galleastlhree of lho core courses
~ fo,ur courses numbefod 300 or above, is required for a
tI1nQ( III POlillcaJ science. A grade of C ()( berter is required in
all 00lI1$9$ ¢OUnled 10WiUlf fhn miner.
Departmental Honors
Graduate Program
Graduale Advisor
C/1tis"jne M. Sierra
Appficationlnforrnation
Fall edmissloo OII/y.
Priority for admission and fltl8nc>a.' aid -,ill be gMln to
applications received by Febrvary 1. Applications
accepted until May 1.
Degrees Offered
M.A. in Political Science,
Ph,D. in Political Science
ConcenL<alions: Amorican po/ilic:s, ocwnparall'le po/Itics. mlet.
national relations. methodology, politICal l/leQ(y and public
PO(lCY.
All caJ1djdates for admission to the graduate program must
take the Graduate Recore Examination aptitude lest, The
Graduate Commlttoe of the ccpanmem, followinll potloles
eslablished by tho faculty, makes all decisions on oqulva-
lenco to the master's degrM.
The MA is offered under both PlM I and Plan II undor tho
regulations dcscnbed eatfiet in this catalog. Geneml roquir~
monts for CO/l1Pl$tion ollhe PILO. are glVCn 00 eatflet Pages
01 this calalog,
,10/1( 10<!he and lite PhD. 1$ offered 111 $ox areas:
American pofilj(;s, COOlparallV(l p¢lJIies, intcmauonaJ rela-
tions, melhodology. political lheory and public POley. :1'\1lite
M.A. mid Ph.B. lovels. eacll stodonrwith:onoontmto'irrtwo
IlekIG, (Early in Ihe seoond semeSler 01 residonce, Ihe gradu.
ato student choosos a commll1ee on studios that meots with
Iho student e work oul a program of study based on his or
hor background and interests). Each Ph.D. siudont musl
demonstrate proficiency in applied resoarch methods.
Advancement to candidacy for .0. folol'ls upon sue-
cesstul compledon resoarcll rohensive
~5ons
"""!slion PlO~
Introductory and General Courses
110. The Political World. (3)
An inlfoduclion 10 politics, with l>mphasis on the ways people
can undel'Sland thelt own political systems and those of oJh.
~- l","-.~ __ ._ ......... 1. I_~ ..... "'W"4I ......... l.O'I&Qe 'n ~""A"l
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Mastcrs (M.A.) Degree Requircrncnte - Plan I (Thests)
Entrance Requirements: In addition 10 UNM entrance requirernenrs, the general GRE examination, a wriling sample. a
INter ot nucnt and three letters of recommendation are required,,
Exit Requirements: In addition 10 UNM exit requirements. Master'S (Thesis) students must choose One field of
'\'llccntr:l~lon and complete a minim un: of 25 credit hours of COUI'sework including Pol Sc 580. 581, 582: three pro-
seminars (including one m the chosen field of concentration); one research seminar in the chosen field of conccntrauon
and one written comprehensive examination in the chosen field of concentration. All required COurse work must hc
completed with a grade of "B" or better. with the exception of 582. which is offered for Credit/No Credit only,
Also required are a minimum 01'six credit hours of thesis; an oral and wrinc» thesis presentation: and degree completion
\vithtn five years.
~'Ia'tcr's (:\-l.A.) Degree Requirements - Plan II (Non-Thesis)
Entrance R.cqLJirCmcnIS: ln addition to UNM entrance requirements. [he general GRE examination. a \.vriting sample. ~l
letter of intent and three lcucrs of recornrnendauon are required.
F.xitRequuernenrs: In addition to UNM exit requirements. Master's (Non-Thesis) students must choose one field at'
c<)nccntr:llion and complete a minimum of 32 credit hours of course work including Pol Sc 580. 581. 582: three pro-
seminars (including one in the chosen field or concentration); One research seminar in the chosen field of concentration.
and one written comprehensive examination in the chosen field of concentration. All required ecorse work must be
completeu with a grade of "B" or better, with the exception of 582. which is offered for Credit/No Credit only. Degree
!T1U;:.l be completed within five years.
Doctoral (Ph.D.) Degree Requirements
['''trance Requirements: in addition to UNM entrance requirements. the general ORE examination. a writing sample, i1
letter of intent and three letters of recommendation are required.
[xit Requirements: In addition to UNM exit requirements Doctoral students must choose two fields of ccnccmrarion arul
wlnpkte" minimum of I~-24 post-Master's hours of course work including Pol Sc 580. 58 I. 582, 68 I; three pro-
,eJrllllafS (including One in each of the chosen fields of concentration): one research seminar in the primary field or
(OllcenlWliull and one additional course in the secondary field of concentration; and two written comprehensive
ex;,minalions (one in each of the chosen fields of concentration), All required course work must be completed with a
grade of "B" or better, with the exception of 681, and 582 which is offered for Credit/No Credit only,
i\1,orequil'ed are" written and oral presentation of a field research paper: a minimum of .18 hours of dissertation: a
d".lcrtation-proposal presentation; a written and oral defense of the final dissertation; and completion of the degree
witi1in five years following field paper requirements and advancement to candidacy.
Con,enlration Conrse Work Requirements
American Politics: Pol Sc fr~Pro-s"mi"ar in American Poliries, and Pol Sc ~R"s"areh Semirw.r in American
Poiitics {}fj '. ' , eN:&; "
Comparative Politics: Pol Sc 520. Pro·seminar in Comparalivc P"la,,:s, and Pol Sc :->21:'Rcscarch Scnww.r {/I
Co:,:parmive Politics ~43 ,. , '. ~/.17 . , ., .. " .
Internatoonal RelatiOlls: Pol Se .~40,Pro-$"mmarm InternatIOnal ReiallOnJ, and Pol Sc 54l,7<e.ltarch SemI/tar III
International Relations 0'13
;~eth~~9-logy: Completion of tw~ addicional.MeCho~.ology c~~rs~s over and above the Methodology sequence (580-
.)~I: ,~, and One research serrunar employmg adv,mced re,earcb methods, ','."" .
JolJ!lcaJ Theory: Pol Sc1.60,p!'o-semillar ill Poli/lcal Theory, and one research semmal with sIglllt1cant theoly
\'ont~nt. ~'5
PUblic Policy: Pol Sc 570, Pro-semillal'ill Public Policy, and one research seminar with signitlcalll policy COntenl,
tJ8?J
.\.laster's ( .A.) egr e equi em nts lan  ( esis) 
Ernrancc Requirements: In addition Lo  trance lremencs.  eral  exa ination, a wri inl! ·ample. a letter of intent  t e tters f mendation re required. " f 
l::xil Re.quirements: In addition lo  it irements,  ter's esis) st en s ust choo e one field of ..:c)rKcnlra t_ion an? c:ompl~te a ini m f  it ms f course  i l ding ol Sc 5 0. 581, S82: three pro-~crmnar: (r ndudmg one  the chosen fi .I  r centration);  arch c, inar in the chosen field of concentrauon : a1:d one written -:.omprehensive exa ination i  l  n   centration. ll reqLlircd course wor musl be completed wilh a grade of " " or tter. it   eption f , i  i · ffe ed for Credit/No Credit only. 
A.so required a.re a mini um or si;-; cr iL rs  is;  l  il en t e. i prest:nla ion; and degree completion w in  s. 
i\lastcr's (:\1. . ) gr e quirements Pl n Il ( on-Thesis) 
[;nr~rncc.: Kcquir~mcnts: [n addition t  ]':  trance uirement. t  cm:rn l  ··xa inalion. a \.vriting ·amp e. J lelle:· ot· i11•cm  t ree etters f c.:o unendation re required. 
f-'. it Req iremenls: In addition t   it irements, ter's n:J hcsi ) Sllldenls ust choose one field of cor1ccncra ion and co plete a ini um f  it rs  r e  i l ding Pol Sc 580. 581, 82: three pro-seminars (including one in the chosen fi .I  f centration); o  rch inar in the chosen field of concentration : and one • .. vritten co prehensive e ination ·   en   ccn ration , ll required course work must be completed wi ha grade of " " or tter,   ption f , i h is ffered for Credil/No Credit only. Degree m:.i~t i.: leted i  i  rs. 
toraJ h.D.) egr e equirements 
Ell trancc Rc.quircmcnts: In addition LO  tr nce irements,  ral E e,rn in,1lion. a writing samp e, a l~ll r f i  t ·  ee rs  mmendation are req ired. 
Exit Re uiremems: In addi tio 1 co ;{  c ir r 1ents, toral t cs ust choose two field~ of concentration J l1J n>mplele a minimum oC 18-24 st-Master' · rs f rse r  i l ding ol Sc 580. 581. 582, 68 l; hree pro-\crninars { including om.: in t.:. c  r t  '<:n  f n ration);  rc. carch , cmin,,r in the primary field or roncentrnt ion and one addicional rse   ndary   centra ion; and t o wri en comprehensive ~x;m1ina1ions (one in i.:ach r t  sen kl ·  <.'-entrntion). JI r ired cour:e ork mu ·t be c.:ompleted v:'th ,1 grade of "'B" or better. it   eption  1,   l i  is ffered for C ·cdil!.'lo Crcdiconly. 
,1\ J~o required are a written and ora.l r .sen ation    arch r;  i i um of 18 hour ' of dissertation: a d,~~~rtation-proposal presentation:  itten  l fense   i l isse~acion ; and completion of the degree 1ch11 five rs f llowing ld er irements  advancement to candidacy. 
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Draft 9/12/05
Areas of Marked Opportunity and Areas of Public Urgency
The task force which has been working for the past several years to develop "Areas of
Marked Distinction" in response to the University Strategic Plan has the following report
to make to the University community. At a fairly early point in its work, it changed its
focus from naming the Areas of Marked Distinction to developing "Integrated Strategic
Clusters." This change came about because there was a tension in its charge between
naming 'winners' and naming new directions. The committee didn't see much utility in
naming the areas where it thought the university was especially strong; there was more
utility in defining some directions where it needed to go. Provost Foster just before he
stepped down tried to bring the committee's work to closure by naming 8 potential
cluster ideas and asking for input on them. Acting Provost Dasenbrock assumed the
chairmanship of the committee at that point, during the sessions to receive input on the
cluster ideas. It was clear from the feedback the committee received that these 8
proposed cluster ideas were not likely to gain support as the bold new directions the
University wishes to pursue. They were too abstract, perhaps too all inclusive, and
certainly didn't have the kind of differentiation or specificity which they needed to have.
Nonetheless, the Committee feels that there are too many good ideas contained in the
67 submissions proposed to them to leave matters there. There are many good ideas
worth pursulno, even if (or perhaps especially if) they don't necessarily amount to a
single digit set of areas of distinction or integrated strategic clusters we wish to
announce. They are all inherently interdisciplinary, not because interdisciplinary ideas
are the only ones worth pursuing, but because good ideas which fit within existing
disciplinary lines are already being pursued by departments, schools and colleges just
as they should be. So these aren't the only ideas worth pursuing at the university at the
present time, but they are ideas which given their inherently interdisciplinary nature may
not find the right kind of champion within the landscape of existing academic units. So
Whatwe have done is to re-examine the cluster submissions with an eye to what should
be taken a step further (sometimes with some modifications and reconfigurations), and
Wehave the followinq report to offer.
The most compelling ideas in the submissions seemed to us to fall into two categories.
In the first place, there were a number of areas of "marked opportunity," areas in which
IfWe could organize our effort at UNM a little more systematically and give it some
support, we might take advantage of some very specific opportunities. These areas are
~Iearly not yet areas of marked distinction since they are emerging areas, nor are they
Integrated strategic clusters since if they were, we would be better positioned to pursue
them. But they are clearly interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary areas, crossing college
and school lines and in many cases crossing Lomas, and they all have some well-
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The ost co pelling i s i   issions d t   t  fall into two categories. 
!n the first l , t re re  ber   f r d pportunity," areas in which 
if we could r anize r f rt      t atically and give it some 
support, e i ht t  ntage    ific rtunities. These areas are 
?learly t t r s f ed ti ction i  t  r  erging areas, nor are they 
integrat  tr tegic l ters    ,  l   better position~d to pursue the . ut t y r  l rly rdisciplinary  ltidisciplinary areas, crossing college 
and scho l li s  i  y s ing ,  t y all have some well-
defined (though perhaps fleeting) funding opportunities. Some of these areas have
strong leadership and advocacy here on campus, but in most cases no organizational
structure has emerged in order to respond to the opportunities which we perceive. So
we want to propose to the campus that a number of areas be labeled Areas of Marked
Opportunity, and by this we mean to signal that we should try to organize an effort to
take advantage of the emerging funding opportunities in these areas. There are 8
Areas of Marked Opportunity in the list that follows. They are clearly not evenly spread
across the university-just to anticipate one reaction in advance-they are concentrated
on areas in health, science and engineering where many of the best funding
opportunities are, although there clearly are aspects of other fields that can and should
be brought into these areas and at least one of the areas is clearly in the arts and
another solidly in the social sciences. The logical step for most of these areas is to
pursue a visible funding opportunity, and further steps will follow from the success of
that initial effort.
But we also see a second kind of area emerging from our work. Some of the most
interesting cluster ideas were not as organized as these 'areas of marked opportunity'
are around funding opportunities or emerging research fields. Others were shaped
more by issues, problems, and challenges-to the state, region or even the nation-to
which we must respond, and many of these involve issues where UNM has unique
strengths and capabilities. There are certainly opportunities within these areas, but the
general shape is given less by the structure of the opportunities than by the shape of
the challenge. For this reason, UNM's effort in these areas is even less well organized
than in the other areas: these problems confront many disciplines, many fields, and
therefore there are many different responses within the UNM community to them.
These areas do span the entire university. We have come up with the term 'area of
public urgency' to describe these areas: the distinction between an area of opportunity
and an area of urgency isn't absolute or always clear-cut, given the opportunities
contained in every area of urgency. (Pursuing the funding opportunities within these
areas may well strengthen funding across the entire university.) Nonetheless, the
difference does strike us as corresponding to something real, and we have developed 5
Areas of Public Urgency we want to propose to the community. These are areas which
present urgent problems to our city, state and region in ways which should concern us.
We think that the next logical step in these areas is less an effort to secure external
funding than an internal conversation about how we might organize our collective
efforts, though clearly securing external funding will be on the horizon as soon as we
have a clearer sense of internal organization and future directions.
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Areas of Marked Opportunity:
#1: Digital Media
The collaboration which is emerging among the College of Fine Arts, the School of
Engineering, the Lodestar Astronomy Center, and the College of Arts and Sciences
involving digital media surrounding the ARTSLab is a clear area of marked opportunity
which we need to pursue. Initial state funding has been received for this, and logical
next steps obviously include spending that allocation wisely, securing additional state
support if possible, and finalizing the administrative structure for the ARTSLab. Ed
Angel, Professor of Computer Science and Director of the Arts Technology Center in
the College of Fine Arts, is the clear faculty leader of this effort, while Christopher Mead,
Dean of Fine Arts, is the logical administrative lead.
#2: Information Theory and Complexity
Most natural and human systems consist of a large number of interacting agents that
exhibit self-organizing collective behavior without any obvious central control. A
complete understanding of these systems is impossible due to their complexity. Yet
these complex systems obey patterns or laws which can be described mathematically.
The University of New Mexico has a number of faculty members exlstinq in a variety of
departments who are interested in complex systems, self-assembly, information theory,
and bioinformatics. Departments which have strong efforts or prominent faculty in this
area include Biology, Computer Science, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Chemical and
Nuclear Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering, as well as Center for High-
Technology Materials (CHTM) and Center for Micro-Engineered Materials (CMEM) and
a number of areas in the Health Sciences Center, including the Cancer Research and
Treatment Center (CRTC). The Santa Fe Institute is nationally prominent in this field.
Jim Brown, just named to the National Academy of Science, and Stephanie Forrest are
leading some initial efforts to organize the university's effort in this area.
#3: Quantum Coherence
Incoherent quantum effects and quantum processes are essential for understanding
and driving microelectronic devices on which we are so reliant. Yet, as device size
shrinks and micro becomes nano, quantum coherence will become more important,
eIther as a nuisance or as a resource. There are indications that a whole new
generation of quantum-coherent technologies for information processing and coherent
control of chemical and other processes are on the horizon. In addition, the
understanding of quantum coherence is of fundamental importance to developing a
better understanding of the foundations of quantum mechanics and the transition from
quantum to classical descriptions. Relevant units include Physics, Computer Science,
Chemistry, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Mathematics and Statistics, Chemical
and Nuclear Engineering, CHTM and CMEM. Los Alamos (LANL) isprobably the
nalJonalleader in this area and there are close LANL-UNM collaborations In quantum
r   rked rtunity: 
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information theory. Carl Caves and Ivan Deutsch in Physics and Astronomy have
taken the lead at UNM in this field.
Note: there are probably areas of overlap between #2 and #3 which means that if we
were driving hard towards a small number of big initiatives, we would subsume them
under a larger initiative. Since the quality of the initiatives matters more than holding
the quantity down, we propose instead that the two groups discuss whether they are
stronger joined or distinct and ask them to let us know.
#4: Radioisotopes
The UNM College of Pharmacy, together with the Department of Chemistry and the
CRTC, have partnered with LANL and the Lovelace Respiratory Research Institute
(LRRI) to form the New Mexico Center for Isotopes in Medicine. The mission of the
initiative is to convene and leverage the unique isotope partners in New Mexico to
become the premier full-service provider for stable and radioactive isotope production
and radiopharmaceutical development for novel isotope-based diagnostic and
therapeutic products. In addition to coordinating isotope dosage from development to
clinical evaluation at CRTC and the MIND Institute, the Center should enable joint
appointments and expand other forms of collaboration with LANL, and relate to a variety
of workforce and economic development initiatives in the state. Dean John Pieper of
the College of Pharmacy is leading this initiative.
#5: Cognitive Science-Individual Differences in Learning
Cognitive Science extends across a broad range of traditional disciplines including
chemistry, physics, biology, psychology, neuroscience, mathematics and computer
science. In addition, the instrumentation used in this field draws heavily upon electrical
and computer engineering. UNM has several strong programs or departments in this
area, including Psychology, Neuroscience and Computer Science. The MIND Institute
and Sandia both have strong programs in this area. Recent work has focused on an
NSF Science of Learning grant centered on Individual Differences in Learning, with Dan
Savage, Chair of Neurosciences as the PI. In addition, groups of faculty have been
meeting with their counterparts at Sandia National Laboratories to explore the possibility
of combining efforts in some aspect of cognitive science. Sandia is quite interested in
bUilding a formal collaboration with UNM in this area, drawing on a number of fields in
the sciences and social sciences. This correlates well with HSC's definition of
Neuroscience as one of its Signature Themes, though this effort is more narrowly
defined than just neuroscience.
#6: Biomedical Engineering, Bioinformatics and Biocomputing:
The interface between the health sciences and aspects of engineering and the physical
sciences is crucial to the future of all these disciplines. In that general interdisciplinary
frontier, UNM has a number of opportunities, among them the use of nanomaterials and
b10analytical microsystems applied to biosensors, bioseparations, and biornaterials.
information theory. rl s   t  i  ics and Astronomy have t       i  fi l . 
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Another thrust couples engineering with orthopedics and other implantable devices,
utilizing biocompatible materials and smart sensors. Computation is central here as
well. One thrust at UNM involves computational molecular dynamics, macromolecular
structures and other topics in biocomputing. Bioinformatics work in progress seeks to
couple innovative computing to computationally oriented problems in systems biology
and biomedicine, including algorithmic development for data mining, 2-D array analysis,
and phylogeny.
#7: Imaging: MUSICIISIS
MUSIC and ISIS are acronyms for two different yet overlapping interdisciplinary projects
at UNM focusing on imaging. MUSIC stands for Multi-scale imaging cluster, ISIS for
Interdisciplinary Studies in Imaging Sciences. The first is focused on biomedical fields
while the second is more centered in the physical sciences, but both find their point of
origin in the revolutionary changes in imaging sciences and technologies sweeping
medicine, science and engineering, from the nanoscale to the planetary scale and
beyond. UNM has tremendous strengths in all these fields, from the new instruments
used in neuroscience at the MIND imaging center and elsewhere, to the new forms of
confocal and other microscopy transforming the life sciences and medicine, to the new
mass spectrometry capability in Chemistry, to the real-time satellite imaging capability in
Earth and Planetary Sciences. Key leaders in these fields include Yoshio Okada, Jan
Oliver and others in the HSC, Chris Enke, John Engen, and Lou Scuderi in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
#8: The Science and Engineering of Radio Astronomy
For a number of reasons, New Mexico has long been the center for radio astronomy,
home of the Very Large Array (VLA) in the Plains of St. Augustine near Socorro. Radio
astronomy is currently undergoing a renaissance, as it is now becoming possible to do
low-frequency radio astronomy, and in the near future, major new instruments will be
deployed. UNM is the lead institution in a Southwest Consortium of institutions
interested in bringing these instruments to the area; the consortium includes the
University of Texas and the University of Colorado, as well as Los Alamos, which is very
interested in low-frequency astronomy. Successfully doing astronomy at these new
frequencies will require a collaboration among the fields of astronomy, physics, electrical
engineering, computer science, and mathematics.
UNM has just hired a senior faculty member from the NRAO (which runs the VLA), and
he is the likely project leader for this effort.
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Areas of Public Urgency:
#1: A Sustainable Future for the Southwest
Sustainability has emerged fairly recently as a key term in the conversation about the
Southwest, most obviously because the sustainability of our present economy and
environmental interactions in the area is seriously in question. The sustainability of
many aspects of the region's economy is also in question, given the decline of extractive
industries, the energy crisis, and the changes in agriculture. Private sector organizations
also face the challenge of how to operate in a sustainable manner in our state, as does
UNM itself. The sustainability of our towns and rural areas is put in doubt by all of these
issues, and this is an issue in which all the communities and constituencies of the region
must be engaged, so issues of ethnic and linguistic diversity are clearly central to
addressing this issue. UNM is developing one of the first educational programs focused
on sustainability in the country, and faculty in Community and Regional Planning as well
as a variety of other fields have developed strong research programs in this area. Two
clear leaders in this area at UNM are Stephen Wheeler in CRP and Bruce Milne,
Professor of Biology and Director of the Sustainability Studies Program in University
College.
#2: Water and the Environment in Our Arid Region
Closely related to the first general area is the issue of water and the arid environment in
the Southwest. The Water Resources program in University College directed by Mike
Campana, the Black Family Professor in Earth and Planetary Sciences is an academic
program devoted to this area, and much of the research in Biology, E & PS, Economics,
and Civil Engineering is focused on water and the arid environment. Hydrology is also
one of the two foci of the statewide NSF EPSCoR effort led by UNM, and Cliff Dahm in
the Department of Biology leads this effort.
#3: Health Disparities
One of the most severe challenges the state and region faces is the disparity in the
health care provided people of different ethnic groups and socio-economic status. This
IS literally a matter of life and death, and is a problem that many different groups,
primarily but not exclusively in the Health Sciences Center, are devoting attention to.
Closing this gap is absolutely essential for the progress of the state, region, nation, and
World. All of the Signature Themes of the Health Sciences Center have applicability
here. Relevant programs on campus include the CRTC, the Health Psychology
program, and the Southwest Alcohol Research Group.
#4: Addictive Behaviors
This area not only constitutes a major problem for the state of New Mexico and the
nation but also forms the basis for a number of research programs at the University of
New Mexico. The Center on Alcoholism, Substance Abuse and Addictions is a Category
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This area not only c stitutes  j r l   t  t t  f e  exico and the nation but also for s t  is r  ber  rch r rams at the University of New Mexico. The enter  l olism, tance se  ddictions is a Category 
III research center which has been active in this area for twenty years. The Department
of Neurosciences has several research projects that are studying physiological changes
induced by alcohol and other addictive substances. In addition, the Departments of
Psychiatry and Psychology have research programs in this area. More coordination
between these groups as well as expanding the research basis would undoubtedly lead
to this already strong research and educational emphasis at UNM groWing stronger.
Possible areas for expansion include economic impact of the problem and treatment
programs, public policy advisement and gambling addiction.
#5: Planning and Public Policy Capability for the City, State, and Region
We can see a common thread to all of the areas of marked urgency, which is that the
knowledge contained in the setting of the research university needs to be applied to
social programs; another way of putting this is that we need sound public policy informed
by advanced research. UNM is the university looked to in the state for this kind of
expertise, but we aren't always expert at extending our research expertise into the public
arena. In order to play the role in addressing social problems which we are capable of
and which the public often expects us to play, we need to enhance our capacity to
intervene in the public policy arena. We need to develop and to be seen to have
something in the policy arena which can be our counterpart to the agricultural extension
which does so much for NMSU's image and influence in the state.
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Christopher E. Smith, President of the Faculty Senate ~
Remaldo A. Z. Garcia, Dean ofInstruction, UNM-Valencia ~
Tuesday, September 20, 2005
FROM:
DATE:
RE: Recommended Changes to Section F50 ofUNM Faculty Handbook
The branch Deans met on July 7, 2005 to discuss section F on the UNM Faculty Handbook. In
particular, sections F40 & F50 were looked at in detail. Section F40 had already been adopted
by the Faculty Senate at the time of our meeting. Consequently, we will revisit our
recommended changes to F40 at a later time.
With regards to section F50, the branch deans are unanimous in our opinion that we would like
to see two bullets under "Teaching Policies" removed: "minimum and maximum course
enrollments" and "course cancellations" (please refer to page 2).
We do not believe that issues of class sizes and guidelines for determining when a class should
be cancelled are matters of governance (i.e., policy-making through faculty governance). I, for
one, have searched the UNM Faculty Handbook and can find no reference to a policy
determining class sizes or cancellations. About a year ago I inquired about this practice at
UNM-ABQ and learned that setting maximum class sizes, guidelines for canceling classes and
other related matters are determined faculty administrators (coordinators, chairs, deans) with
Input from departmental faculty. I am not aware that the UNM Faculty Senate directly involves
Itself in these matters. Therefore, if this is not the practice at UNM-ABQ why should it be the
practice at the branches?
This does not mean that at the branches we have no guidelines for these processes; we have these
and they are clearly stated and readily accessible. But branch operations have to be very nimble
and flexible. Due to our smaller enrollments and tight funding many decisions have to be made
on the spot. That which works in one situation may not work in another.
We understand why some faculty in the Section F Task Force would insist on including these
Items in F50. No one wants to have their class cancelled and everyone wants smaller classes.
But branches already limit enrollments to lower levels than UNM-ABQ. For instance, at UNM-
Valencia we only offer two classes each semester with a cap of 92-for which the instructor is
credited for double the credit hours. Lecture courses such as HIST 162, SOC 101, PSYCH 105,
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etc. are capped at 50. Most other classes are capped anywhere from 20-35. Overall, our average
class size (not accounting for arranged and independent study courses) is already below 20.
From a budgetary viewpoint, any class with less than 18 students or so looses money for us.
Even so, we generally allow classes to "make" at 10 and in some cases with a few as 7 or 8.
Therefore, we reiterate that faculty administrators at the branches, with input from departmental
faculty, are best equipped to set these guidelines and make these decisions.
And we do understand that these bullets are preceded with "may" instead of "shall." But our
argument remains that it is unnecessary to list them at all as they are not matters of faculty
governance but of faculty administration. Should the UNM Faculty Senate choose to include
these policies in the UNM Faculty Handbook then we would be more inclined to consider this
matter.
Thank you.
The following email messages are acknowledgements from the branch deans that they are in
agreement with the contents of this document:
From: Carlos Ramirez fmailto:cbr@Ja,unm.edul
Sent: Tuesday. August 23. 2005 5:09 PM
To: Reinaldo A. Z. Garcia
Cc: Kate Massengale; Kay WiUerton; Lee Boltschweiler: rdasenbr@unm.edu; vpacad@unm.edu
SUbject Re: Recommended Changes to F50
Reinardo~
My division heads and I have reviewed the letter that you drafted and it looks fine to us. Thanks for taking the lead on this.
CR
From: Christine Marlow [maitto:cmarlow@gallup.unm.edul
Sent: Tuesday, August 23,20058:38 AM
To: 'Reinaldo A. Z. Garcia'; gilroy@unm.edu; cbr@la.unm.edu
ce. rdasenbr@unm.edu; 'Liz Gilbert'
SUbject: RE: Recommended Changes to F50
Reinaldo
Yes-the letter reflects our discussion and my signature can be attached to this letter.
Ghris
From: Jim Gilroy [gilroy@unm.eduJ
~ent: Monday, August 29, 2005 8:24 AM
o. Relnaldo A Z. Garcia
Subject: Re: F50
I just don't think that the branches should be under constraints (course caps and cancellations) where Main campus does not.
Jim
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